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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Semantic and Spatial Multi-Scale Information Models of the Nervous
System

by

Stephen David Larson

Doctor of Philosophy in Neurosciences with a specialization in Computational
Neuroscience

University of California, San Diego, 2012

Professor Maryann E. Martone, Chair

Neuroscience is a discipline rich in data. In neuroscience, information about

the nervous system is derived using a wide-range of experimental methodologies.

While each of these methodologies can provide unique insight into nervous system

function, each of them are also fundamentally tied to the subjects they measure.

Because of this, no single experimental methodology can provide a universal per-

spective on nervous system function. It becomes sensible, therefore, to explore

how we might gain greater insight into the nervous system from unifying the data

derived from different experimental methodologies. In this dissertation, I apply

techniques from computer science to assemble the rich sets of data in neuroscience

xviii



into data structures that allow otherwise impractical or impossible questions to

be answered. Because of the nature of the nervous system, these data structures

must be capable of dealing with data describing parts of the nervous system that

vary in size across eight orders of magnitude, otherwise known as ”multi-scale”

data. These parts include molecules, parts of cells, cells and their circuits, brain

regions and features of gross anatomy. In order to address this challenge, I dis-

tinguish between information about the nervous system that expresses facts or

semantic relationships (the ”what”), from information that expresses images or

spatial information (the ”where”). I apply a data structure known as an ontology

to describe parts of cells relevant to neuroscience, i.e. subcellular anatomy. This

ontology is applied to enable automated question answering, i.e. inference, from

data sets displaying parts of cells that are derived from electron microscopy. The

challenges of building these data structures as a neuroscience community are re-

viewed, and in response I present an online software system, NeuroLex.org, that

provides a first step towards addressing them. Additional examples of automated

question answering in neuroanatomy are shown using the NeuroLex knowledge

base, which now spans 1̃7,000 concepts specific to neuroscience. To address the

challenge of the ”where” of neuroscience, I present an online software system, the

Whole Brain Catalog, that enables two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and four-

dimensional (i.e. time-varying) multi-scale data sets to be spatially integrated

within a common coordinate system. These data are then navigable by a user in

three dimensions in real time and across spatial scales, and can be integrated to

answer scientific questions. The dissertation concludes with a look towards the

future of the continued convergence between computer science and neuroscience.

xix



Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

The discipline of neuroscience is dedicated to understanding how the ner-

vous system works and how to fix it when something goes wrong. Unfortunately,

the quantity and complexity of nervous system cells immediately poses a foun-

dational obstacle to this understanding: what are the parts of the brain? This

question has been taken up by field of neuroanatomy, which has provided exper-

imental methods for dividing the brain into separate regions, as well as methods

for determining the shape and molecular constituents of the cells that compose

them, chiefly neurons and glia. Ideally, neuroanatomy would provide a parts’ list

of the brain that is crisp, comprehensive and uncontroversial. In reality, when one

goes beyond a superficial description of the parts of the brain, we find ambiguity,

lack of consensus, and large gaps in the literature regarding basic facts of neu-

roanatomy. Basic questions such as how many different neuronal types make up

the mammalian nervous system are still mired in controversy. While thousands of

neuroscientists make progress uncovering basic mechanisms of the nervous system,

a lack of common understanding about the tissue they study threatens to sharply

limit the ability to integrate that progress into a unified understanding (Akil et al.,

2011).

Neuroscientists rely heavily on technological advances to expand our capac-

ity to deal with this enormous complexity. Certainly, neuroscience has been the

direct beneficiary of recent revolutions in molecular biology, imaging technology

and computational technology. These convergent revolutions are producing views

1
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of the brain of increasing size and detail, as we acquire data spanning multiple

scales across increasing expanses of brain tissue. With the concomitant increase

in computing power now available to scientists, the increased data generation is

leading to production of ever more realistic computational models (Coggan et al.,

2005; Lopreore et al., 2008), allowing scientists to probe the consequences of the

structural and biochemical complexity in ways not amenable to direct experimen-

tation.

The potential power of these integrated approaches is exemplified in large-

scale projects such as the Blue Brain (Markram, 2006), the Allen Brain project

(Lein et al., 2007) and Genomes to Cognition (Croning et al., 2009). These projects

realize huge monetary and manpower investments into the generation of large

amounts of data. Because data within these projects are mainly acquired within

a single framework, they are able to build powerful informatics infrastructure to

serve these data along with custom analysis tools. Mining these richly integrated

data sets is starting to yield new insights into how the brain is organized (Lau

et al., 2008).

The vast majority of neuroscience, however, is still conducted by individ-

ual researchers, who contribute their data and unique insights through less well

structured venues such as the literature and websites or the creation of smaller

custom databases. Although the amount of data is increasing daily, neuroscience

as a whole, with its exceptionally large scope and diverse research community,

lacks a coherent community framework for bringing these data together. Because

such a framework has not been readily available, each source tends to use its own

terminology and is structured, reasonably so, around its own particular data needs.

Such customization is a significant barrier to data integration, because it requires

considerable human effort to access each resource, understand the context and

content of the data, and determine the conditions under which it can be compared

to other similar results. The effect of this customization is that much neuroscience

data is opaque to modern computational and bioinformatics tools that can operate

across vast amounts of data, but require information to be parsed by a machine in

order to be accessed and utilized.
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Why is the data integration problem so difficult in neuroscience? Neuro-

science, unlike molecular biology, does not have a single data type like a gene

sequence that is easily stored or exchanged. Nor, like the geosciences, does it have

a single well-characterized spatial framework in which to place data. Without

these types of hooks, it is difficult to create common tools like Google Earth that

mash up data coming from diverse sources. Neuroscience, despite modern 21st

century community building tools, remains largely a set of isolated communities,

with data isolated in different silos. Thus, building a successful knowledge frame-

work for neuroscience in the modern era, in which access to data and information

is largely through computers, requires a multipronged approach to accommodate

the diversity of data and the multiple temporal and spatial scales over which they

are acquired. Essentially, a framework should be able to specify for each piece of

data what, when and where and provide the means for tying them together; that

is:

1. A coherent semantic framework encapsulating the concepts that neuroscien-

tists use to communicate about the content of their data, the experimental

conditions under which they were acquired and the conceptual and temporal

relationships among them;

2. A spatial framework for tying data to its general location in the nervous

system; and

3. A community infrastructure software base where researchers can share tools

and data easily.

Building these types of frameworks is hard, but through significant national

and international investments in infrastructure over the past decade, the base

elements of such a framework are beginning to emerge. In this dissertation, I

will describe the challenges in each area described here, the parts that I have

contributed, and the pieces still left to build in the future to establish an integrated

cyberinfrastructure for neuroinformatics.
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Biological Driver

To illustrate the challenges in multiscale integration, Consider the following

question regarding the anatomy of the cerebellum, a brain region whose structure

has been extensively studied across multiple scales: ”what is the synaptic organiza-

tion of adjacent cerebellar glomeruli with respect to the axon terminals of afferent

mossy fibers?”. What kind of knowledge is needed to answer it?

First we would need the basic definitions of the terms involved. The

glomeruli of the cerebellum are complexes of synapses having a mossy fiber end-

ing as its core, synapsing with axons of Golgi type II neurons and dendrites of

granule cells. The mossy fibers refer to axons that make up the primary input to

the cerebellum and enter from many different nuclei of the brain stem, excluding

the inferior olivary nucleus. In order to understand the synaptic organization of

glomeruli, the position and orientation of those glomeruli would need to be known

with respect to the context of the positions of cells in the cerebellar cortex.

Second we would need to understand the receptive fields of the mossy fibers

of the cerebellum. We want to know what modalities of information are transmitted

by them, as well as anatomically, where the cells that give rise to the mossy fibers

are, and how their axons make their way to the cerebellar cortex. Third, we would

need to understand how the mossy fibers from different cell populations distribute

their projection fields throughout the cerebellar cortex. Finally we would need to

understand how glomeruli are distributed within a microdomain of those projection

fields.

The literature is scattered with studies that hold pieces of this puzzle. Is

the answer known or does it require a new experiment? The first challenge is

finding the puzzle pieces that exist in the literature. Studies that have examined

the organization of mossy fibers in the cerebellar cortex generally do not track the

origins of the mossy fibers that give rise to the glomeruli (e.g. Garwicz et al., 1998).

Studies that track the origins of the mossy fibers to the cerebellar lobules where

they project do not look at how the axon terminals are organized (e.g. Cooke

et al., 1971). In order to understand the organization to answer a related question

such as ”do neighboring glomeruli receive projections from the same or different
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mossy fibers?” we must assemble this knowledge in such a way that we can ”track”

mossy fiber originating cells from their somatic origins all the way to their axon

terminals.

Given the existence of other projects that have tackled problems in assem-

bling neuroscience information, (Hucka et al., 2002; Boline et al., 2006; Joshi et al.,

2009) it would be desirable to be able build a multi-scale model of the cerebellum

using some set of them. It is unfortunately very difficult to re-use the content of

these other projects for these purposes. As with most information systems, they

have been built with a single purpose in mind, generally to answer a particular set

of questions in a particular domain of neuroscience. However, when attempting

to answer questions that require knowledge outside of the specialty domain of a

given information system, significant problems are met. Switching from informa-

tion system A to information system B to pursue a question all too often results

in irreconcilable gaps between the different ways system A and system B chose to

represent their information.

This points to the major limitations a neuroscientist faces when trying to

utilize the current set of information systems to answer questions. If the answer to

a question is known, how can it be found? If the answer is known, it is frequently

scattered across multiple systems. If the answer is not known, information systems

do not make it obvious what are the missing pieces in the literature needed to

answer the question. There is a disconnect between what neuroscientists want to

know from information systems, and what information systems are being built to

allow neuroscientists to accomplish.

The approach taken in this dissertation is to build a system that provides

a framework and a set of tools for re-assembling the fragmented information into

a unified whole irrespective of brain system or scale, rather than providing an

information system that is designed only to handle a single type of data or a single

scale of data. It is for this reason that focusing on abstractions like ”what” and

”where” knowledge is powerful, because it provides us a way to build information

systems that can handle neuroscience knowledge irrespective of domain or scale.
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1.1 Background

As a means of grappling with the multi-scale challenges of brain structure,

it is useful to divide the knowledge of brain structure into separate knowledge

frameworks. Clearly defined and delineated knowledge frameworks are helpful

because they facilitate the construction of appropriate knowledge representations,

which in turn facilitate the construction of appropriate information systems. A

simple division can be made between the ”what” and the ”where”. The ”what”

consists of the logical statements that capture relationships between parts of the

brain (e.g. ”mitochondria are inside neurons”). In contrast, the ”where” consists

of spatial relationships, which are expressed with respect to an absolute coordinate

system from an atlas or with respect to the coordinates of an image.

Logical statements and semantic frameworks

Scientists regularly find themselves organizing what they know into lists and

categories. In chemistry, a shining example is the periodic table of elements, with

data such as atomic weight, proton and neutron count included, and categories such

as noble gases and metals used to group them (Connelly and Damhus, 2005). How

would the field of chemistry make progress if its definitions were ambiguous, its

names were unevenly applied, and the number of elements ranged into the millions?

This is analogous to the problem faced when trying to organize knowledge of the

pieces and parts of biology that impact activity in the nervous system.

For a multidisciplinary science like neuroscience, some sort of formal se-

mantic framework is critical to provide the necessary conceptual bridges to link

data across disparate disciplines. The time-varying data and research protocols of

an electrophysiologist and the spatial-varying data and research methodologies of

the microscopist are linked through the neural structures they study, not directly

through the data types produced. Humans are able to make the connections be-

tween a physiological trace recorded from a cortical pyramidal neuron by researcher

A and a 3D tree structure derived from the same type of cell from researcher B

because they have the requisite knowledge of how these data types relate to the

underlying biology. But in most cases, an automated information system does not.
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As a means of resolving this disconnect, there has been a popular move-

ment towards encoding logical statements in flexible XML-based knowledge rep-

resentations such as the resource description framework (RDF; http://www.w3.

org/RDF/) and more recently the Web Ontology Language (OWL; http://www.

w3.org/TR/owl-features/) (Ruttenberg et al., 2009; Cheung et al., 2009; Larson

and Martone, 2009). This has caused great interest in using ”ontologies” to ex-

press knowledge, particularly in the life sciences. Here, an ontology means a set of

logical statements represented in a formalism such as OWL capable of performing

reasoning. The type of reasoning supported by a well constructed ontology ranges

from simple subsumption, e.g., a Purkinje neuron is a neuron, a neuron is a cell,

therefore a Purkinje neuron is a cell, to more rule-based logical deductions, e.g.,

a GABAergic neuron uses GABA as a neurotransmitter, a Purkinje neuron uses

GABA as a neurotransmitter, therefore a Purkinje neuron is a GABAergic neuron.

Ontologies also deal with temporal entities and relationships. For example, upper

level ontologies usually divide the world into two branches, one encompassing the

what, e.g., objects such as organisms, organs, cells and molecules, and the other

encompassing the when, e.g., events and processes (Grenon, 2003; Grenon et al.,

2004; Smith et al., 2005).

Previous work relevant to this dissertation has included the construction

of a comprehensive ontology for neuroscience covering many disparate domains

within the discipline (Bug et al., 2008; Larson and Martone, 2009). This work

demonstrated that concepts in neuroscience were capable of being formalized to

the degree that they could be defined in a machine processable format suitable

for exchange between information systems (OWL). The resulting ontology, the

NIF Standard ontology, has considerable breadth as its 20,000 concepts were de-

rived from vocabularies from different sources in neuroscience, bridging molecules,

subcellular anatomy (see chapter 2), cell types, brain regions, experimental instru-

ments, qualities, and others. Contained within it are basic facts of categorization,

such as the fact that a neuron is a type of nervous system cell, which is a type

of cell, as well as human readable definitions, synonyms, relationships between

brain regions such as which region is a part of which other region, etc. With the
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NIF Standard, the task of constructing information systems that use neuroscience

concepts as its computable parts is a practical endeavor.

In this dissertation, in order to demonstrate the process of building an

ontology for neuroscience, I describe the construction of a portion of the NIF

Standard dealing with subcellular entities, named the Subcellular Anatomy Ontol-

ogy (Chapter 2). The subcellular anatomy ontology (SAO; Larson and Martone,

2007) specifies the relationships among these parts, e.g., neuron has compartment

dendrite; dendrite is continuous with the cell soma.

To demonstrate the potential to gain new knowledge from ontologies that

had not been specified in advance, chapter 3 describes a preliminary study that was

conducted to explore making deductions over ontologies with rule-based reasoning

systems. This chapter demonstrates deductions made by using IF-THEN rules

that the presence of an axon terminal implies the presence of a neuron. Here the

focus was on making inferences about the kind of structures visible in electron

micrographs: parts of cells, macromolecules and supra-cellular aggregates. The

latter class includes structures that span two or more cells, e.g., synapses. Figure

2 illustrates how having some knowledge about where the axon terminal is coming

from can be leveraged to infer new information.

While these technologies provide valuable infrastructure for the expression

of biological knowledge in a rigorous and reusable manner, another roadblock lies

in the path to widespread adoption of these technologists by the most important

end-users, the neuroscientists on the front lines of observation and data collection.

Like learning a new mathematics, the formalisms of ontologies requires a focused

investment of time and attention to use gainfully. This roadblock prevents all

but the most motivated of neuroscience experts to venture into the community of

ontology researchers who know how to best build ontologies. Collaborative work

between biomedical ontology experts and neurobiology experts is still rare. When

considering the immense size of the domain of biology and all the entities that

need to be described, this lack of cross talk is a major challenge to the enterprise

of neuroinformatics.

However, the Internet is defining new modes of interaction that are impact-
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ing younger generations around the world. Scientists are only beginning to take

advantage of collaborative tools such as Wikis and social networking software to

promote easy exchange, not only of data, but of opinions, protocols and profes-

sional networks (e.g., LinkedIn.com). The advantage of these communities is that

scientific discourse can occur in the public sphere, where an electronic record is

left behind of individual’s expertise and experience (Clark and Kinoshita, 2007).

Taking inspiration from these developments, and by combining several open source

technologies related to semantic wikis and the NIF Standard Ontology, I have cre-

ated NeuroLex.org, the first semantic wiki for neuroscience, described in chapter 4

Coordinate systems and spatial frameworks

The ”where” side of the puzzle has two major components to it. First,

one can describe spatial relationships with respect to a single uniform coordinate

system across the whole brain. These kinds of relationships lend themselves to

formalizations and algorithms that have been devised by the geospatial information

systems community, who deal with the problem of mapping the surface of the

earth using the coordinate system of the global positioning system (GPS). Second,

one can describe spatial relationships with respect to the coordinate system of a

2D or 3D image, such as those taken from different kinds of brain imaging, e.g.

light microscopy, electron microscopy, fMRI, etc. These kinds of relationships are

usually captured within the image formats themselves, describing data as pixels,

voxels for 3D data, or geometric, vector-based descriptions.

It is worth noting that this is a pattern that is already being followed by a

new generation of information systems. Google Maps (http://maps.google.com)

is an example of an application that combines ”where” knowledge, using GPS

technology, with ”what” knowledge. The current version of the tool enables users

to turn on additional information that allows places of interest (the ”where”) to be

overlayed with an icon that takes a user to the Wikipedia (http://wikipedia.org)

article about that place (the ”what”). Google Earth (http://earth.google.com)

provides more functionality via a rich client that a user can download to their

computer. These information systems are popular and useful, and provide a good
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model for neuroscience to follow.

Also popular amongst the general public, particularly younger individuals,

is the use of virtual 3D online environments and massively multiplayer online game

engines (e.g., Second Life, World of Warcraft, RuneScape, etc). Such environments

offer new and exciting possibilities of much more interactive modes of collabora-

tion in new immersive visualization environments where multiscale data can be

synthesized. Such environments would allow individuals around the world to par-

ticipate in the construction of a detailed synthetic view of the brain. While these

systems are all useful for their particular purposes, they fall short in providing the

kind of environment needed to assemble multi-scale models of the nervous system.

In chapter 5, I describe a system that directly addresses the challenge of building

an immersive visualization environment like Google Earth, but for the nervous

system, called the Whole Brain Catalog.

Unification

These two axes, the ”what” and the ”where”, make up the dimensions of

the space of information that are involved when trying to assemble a complete

picture of a complex structure like the nervous system. The literature is filled with

statements that can be turned into logical relationships, and we continue to fill

digital repositories with images taken from many different scales of the brain using

many different experimental protocols. With this understanding, we can therefore

reformulate the problem of making sense of the data explosion in neuroscience

with the problem of building an information framework that is able to integrate

the ”what” and ”where” dimensions and allows further analysis to be done on

that integrated information. In chapter 6, I summarize the contributions of the

dissertation.



Chapter 2

A formal ontology of subcellular

neuroanatomy

2.1 Introduction

In neuroscience, scientifically relevant complexity occurs at every spatial

and temporal scale that is currently open to examination. Unfortunately, our

current complement of experimental and analytical techniques generally locks an

investigation into a very limited dimensional range, leading to a fragmented and

incomplete view of nervous systems across scales. This fundamental multiscale

problem of neuroscience is, at its core, a problem of information integration. One

indication of the extreme difficulty of information integration in the neurosciences

is the conspicuous lack of any widely practiced automated methods for integrat-

ing information among major classes of neuroscientific data: structural, functional,

and behavioral. Many tools have been developed to provide infrastructure to orga-

nize and analyze brain data, resulting in large part from the Human Brain Project,

funded through the US National Institutes of Health (Huerta et al., 1993; Koslow

and Huerta, 1997). Such tools have included databases for storing primary data

(e.g., CCDB; Martone et al., 2003, WebQTL; Wang et al., 2003, etc.), knowl-

edge bases for derived information (e.g., BAMS; Bota et al., 2005 and CoCoMac;

Stephan et al., 2001), tools for performing novel analyses of brain data and mining

11
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the literature (e.g., Textpresso; Müller et al., 2004). However, the integration of

diverse types of information still occurs largely through the efforts of individuals

who examine the data and construct the necessary bridges between different data

based on their knowledge of neuroscience.

The grand challenge of neuroinformatics is the creation of systems that

seamlessly integrate data across spatial and temporal scales such that information,

for example, about white matter bundles derived from diffusion tensor imaging can

be analyzed in context with electrophysiological data recorded from the neurons

whose axons make up the bundles. The difficulties in performing this type of inte-

gration from data alone is illustrated in Figure 2.1, which shows an intracellularly

injected medium spiny neuron from the mouse nucleus accumbens, imaged using

correlated light and electron microscopy. At each level, different types of visualiza-

tion and analytical tools are applied to extract meaningful content, for example,

the branching structure of the dendritic tree, the surface area of dendritic spines.

The knowledge required to richly inter-relate these different data representations

and analytical results, however, largely resides in the domain scientists with spe-

cific, detailed understanding of the links between the various data types and the

biological objects from which they derive.
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Figure 2.1: Multiple representations of the same medium spiny neuron taken

from the CCDB. In (A), a light-level fill of the neuron. The yellow box shows the

portion of the dendritic branch shown in (C). In (B), the Neurolucida segmentation

of that neuron. In (C), the EM image of the portion of the dendrite featured in

(A). In (D), the 3D reconstruction of the dendrite from (C) after segmentation.

In this chapter, we describe specific steps toward creating generic informa-

tion bridges by constructing a formal ontology designed to provide the knowledge

necessary to integrate data acquired across multiple scales in structural neuro-
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science. An ontology is a formal representation of knowledge in a domain (Gruber,

1993). It defines the inter-related set of concepts representing a knowledge area

and the common terms used to describe them, for example, neuron is a cell and cell

has part plasma membrane. A critical aspect of modern ontologies is the encoding

of these entities and relationships in a standard form where the semantics of the

domain are machine interpretable using open source tools and software libraries.

Ontologies are used by people, databases, and applications to share information in

a semantically precise way within and across particular domains (Gruber, 1993).

The ontology for subcellular anatomy (SAO) focuses on the spatial scale

that has come to be known as the mesoscale, roughly defined as the dimensional

range encompassing macromolecular complexes, subcellular structures up to the

level of cells and cellular networks. The SAO describes neurons, glia, their parts,

and how these parts come together to create the dense feltwork of processes that

characterizes the nervous system. The SAO was constructed through the Cell Cen-

tered Database (CCDB) project (Martone et al., 2002, 2003, 2008a), an on-line re-

source for disseminating data derived from light and electron microscopic imaging.

The CCDB project, as its name implies, takes the view that the cell should provide

the rallying point for information integration in biological tissues. Thus, the SAO

starts with the cell and models how cell parts, including molecules, fit into coarser

levels of anatomy. This view contrasts with the approaches of many ontologies that

start at the level of gross anatomy and traverse down to the level of the cell, for

example, the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) (Rosse and Mejino, 2003)

and BAMS (Bota et al., 2005). The SAO was built as a reference ontology with

the ultimate goal of describing data, principally derived from light and electron

microscopy, through the use of multiple annotation applications. It is built using

the Web Ontology Language (OWL; http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/) a

W3C open standard for ontologies. Version 1.0 of the SAO was presented in Fong

et al. (2007), which concentrated on the use of OWL and the associated tools for

its construction. In this paper, we present an updated version (1.2) of the SAO,

provide considerably greater detail on the design principles from a neuroscience

point of view, describe new examples of reasoning, and describe new examples of
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data that are marked up using the SAO. We also briefly illustrate how it is being

used as the semantic glue that binds together an environment of tools capable of

annotating disparate types of structural data from imaging studies of the nervous

system.
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2.2 Methods

Figure 2.2: High level class structure of the SAO. The BFO entities are shown in

(A) and in the green and pink boxes in (B). SAO classes that are under the BFO

hierarchy are shown in blue in (B).
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The primary source for subcellular anatomy used for the construction of

the SAO was Peters et al. (1991) The Fine Structure of the Nervous System Ed

2, the standard reference for neuronal ultrastructure. Additions and modifications

to this framework were also made from more recent literature. The source of each

entity in the ontology is indicated as an annotation to the concept. As a way

to keep epistemological distinctions clear, we adopted as an organizing framework

the Basic Formal Ontology version 1.0 (BFO 1.0; Grenon, 2003) (Figure 2.2). The

structure/function dichotomy is expressed in the BFO through the division of all

possible entities into continuants (objects, qualities, sites, etc.) and occurrents

(dynamic processes, temporal intervals). A continuant is an entity in the world

that endures through time (Grenon et al., 2004). Examples of continuants are

basic cell structures such as mitochondria and nuclei, as well as lumens and mem-

branes. On the other hand, an occurrent refers to a process, event, activity, or

change. Examples include the cell cycle phases, cell secretion, and motility. The

BFO further divides continuants into dependent and independent continuants. An

independent continuant is an entity that exists irrespective of its relationship to

anything else, for example, cell, organism. A dependent continuant is an entity

that inheres in an independent continuant, for example, color, age.

The SAO is available for download and browsing at (http://ccdb.ucsd.

edu/SAO) and has been incorporated into the BioPortal1, a resource maintained by

the National Center for Biomedical Ontologies (http://www.bioontology.org/

ncbo/faces/index.xhtml). The SAO is expressed in OWL DL. OWL is a vocab-

ulary extension of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and is derived from

the DAML + OIL OWL. Together with RDF and other components, these tools

make up the growing semantic web community (Neumann and Prusak, 2007). One

of the goals of the semantic web is to create tools for achieving highly interoperable

data resources. The SAO was composed using Protègè version 3, an open source

authoring tool for OWL ontologies (Noy et al., 2001; Rubin et al., 2007). The OWL

standard is designed as a kind of description logic, which means that an applica-

tion domain described in OWL is automatically described using formal logic-based

semantics. One benefit of this is that tools like Protègè and additional reasoning
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tools such as Pellet (Sirin et al., 2007) and Swoop (Kalyanpur et al., 2006) can

identify statements that are logically inconsistent. It also supports machine-based

inferencing to generate new knowledge and to provide classification. The other

major benefit is the machine-readability of OWL, which can be expressed as an

XML document. This means that arbitrary software applications can take advan-

tage of the knowledge and data that is encoded in an ontology as their underlying

data model. It also means that ontologies written in OWL can be automatically

imported and cross-linked by other ontologies.

An OWL ontology contains a series of classes, properties, and annotations.

The classes are simply the entities that are organized in a top-down hierarchical

graph structure (Figure 2.2A). Classes contain subclasses, for example, neuron

and glia are subclasses of nerve cell. Subclasses are related to superclasses through

the is a relationship, for example, neuron is a nerve cell. Properties are parts or

attributes a class, for example, nucleus is a part of a cell; age is an attribute of

organism. Properties are typically related to a set of classes through some form

of has a relationship, for example, cell has part nucleus. Properties may be re-

lated to other properties through inverse, symmetric or transitive relationships, for

example, is part of is the inverse of has part. Annotations are used to record meta-

data about the entity, for example, definitions, abbreviations, synonyms, sources

of data, comments, and references. OWL allows for the placing of restrictions on

classes, defining necessary and sufficient conditions for classification, and providing

constraints on what properties need to be filled in for a given class, for example,

(Neuron has regional part some Regional Part of Neuron) is a restriction that re-

quires that a Neuron be related with the property has regional part to the class

Regional Part of Neuron.

In the OWL language, all properties are first-class entities, meaning they

exist independently of classes they are used to describe. Consequently, whether

using properties as attributes, or as relations, the same underlying logical mecha-

nism is invoked. Therefore, OWL properties do not have the facility to distinguish

between structural properties (i.e., attributes) and relationships between classes

(i.e., relations). Instead, structural properties are defined through the use of OWL
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restrictions, which we have used throughout the SAO. These can be seen in Fig-

ure 2.6, where arrows with blue text describe relationships enforced by restric-

tions, where arrows with black text describe relationships defined only for this

particular instance.

In constructing the SAO, we have tried to adhere to best practices recom-

mended by the OBO Foundry project (Smith et al., 2007). These practices include

unique identifiers for each concept, re-use of existing ontologies where possible,

provision of human-readable definitions that are consistent with the machine in-

terpretable definitions encoded within the ontology. The SAO follows the principle

of single inheritance as recommended by Smith et al. (2007). Single inheritance re-

sults in a is a hierarchy that is a simple tree, where children have only one parent.

Through the assignation of the part of relationships, we utilize some of the features

of OWL to cross-cut the is a hierarchy such that new hierarchies can be generated.

Examples of this concept will be illustrated in the Results section. For the SAO, we

incorporated several existing ontologies using the owl:imports mechanism of OWL

within Protègè 3. In this way, we do not reinvent content that is already substan-

tially covered in other ontologies. The import mechanism allows wholesale incor-

poration of existing ontologies into the SAO while maintaining the integrity and

source of the original ontology. In addition to the BFO, we imported an extensive

set of annotation properties from the BIRNLex (http://nbirn.net/birnlex).

Entities may be added to a merged resource, but entities may not be deleted or

modified nor the class structure changed. Additional resources of relevance, for ex-

ample, the cell component hierarchy from Gene Ontology, that were not encoded in

OWL, were imported manually and cross referenced to the appropriate identifiers.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Structure of the SAO

Classes

The high level structure of the SAO is illustrated in Figure 2.2B. The main

classes of biological independent continuants within SAO are Cell, Regional Part

of Cell, Cell Component, Extracellular Structure, and Molecule. The current ver-

sion primarily covers structural entities that would be observed within the adult

mammalian nervous system. Each class is assigned a unique identifier. We utilize

the class identifier as the class name, but also assign a commonly used human

understandable label to each class, for example, sao1224657022 corresponds to the

label Nerve Cell.

Figure 2.3: Cell Hierarchy.
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Figure 2.4: Neuron Hierarchy.
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Figure 2.5: Glial Hierarchy.

Cell

We have included a set of cell types found in the nervous system (Figure 2.3)

that include neurons and glial cells, as well as other classes of cells that one would

encounter in structural studies of the nervous system, for example, vascular cells,

endothelial cells, muscle cells, and macrophages. The class Nerve Cell contains

neurons and glia, that is, cells that are derived from the neuroepithelium. We

also include neuronal stem cell under this category. The SAO lists neurons (Fig-

ure 2.4) according to common names reflecting a mixture of classification criteria,

for example, morphology (pyramidal neuron), proper names (Purkinje neuron).

The SAO utilizes these names merely as labels that were assigned to cells and

does not further classify cell types into subtrees based on these names, except in
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instances where the hierarchy is fairly straightforward, for example, layer 3 cortical

pyramidal neuron is a cortical pyramidal neuron. The name chosen is meant to

have meaning to a neuroscientist and not express the importance of a particular

criterion for classification. In other words, we chose the label layer 3 cortical pyra-

midal neuron because we believe that there is a class of cell defined by a set of

properties, not because we think its location in layer 3 is its defining characteristic.

We deliberately chose to keep the cell classification flat because the SAO can be

used to classify neurons along multiple dimensions according to their specific prop-

erties (see Subsection User- Defined Reclassification and Query). Rather, we have

focused on providing a comprehensive model of subcellular parts and how these

parts relate to the parent cell. As we discuss in a later section, we utilize the rela-

tionships between cell parts and features to infer hierarchies as they are required.

The SAO organizes glial cell types (Figure 2.5) from a morphological perspective

rather than from a strict lineage perspective. Macroglial cells include astrocytes,

ependymoglial cells, oligodendrocytes, and NG2 cells, according to classifications

outlined in recent literature, for example, Reichenbach and Wolberg (2005). The

reference from which a particular entity was drawn is included as an annotation

property for that entity. The SAO does not aim to provide a comprehensive list of

nerve cells as this domain is covered in other resources, for example, BAMS (Bota

et al., 2005) and the Cell Type Ontology (Bard et al., 2005). Because the SAO

is meant to be applied to data, we anticipate that users will add cell types from

these resources to the SAO as they are encountered.
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of a Node of Ranvier instance description in the SAO. The

boxes indicate instances of classes that are related to one another as a description

of a particular instance of a Node of Ranvier. The blue text indicates relationships

that are enforced between classes through the use of OWL restrictions, while the

black text indicates relationships defined for this instance alone.

Part of cell

The SAO comprises two main classes of cell parts, following the structure

of the FMA: regional part and component part. Regional part of cell is elaborated

under the BFO concept Fiat Object Part. A fiat object part is a part of an object

that possesses at least one boundary where there is no obvious physical discontinu-

ity or landmark structure. For example, the transition between a dendrite and the

cell soma has no clear boundary. Regional parts of neurons include processes, such

as dendrites and axons, the cell soma and protrusions such as dendritic spines.
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Regional part of glia include the cell soma and glial processes such as astrocytic

endfeet and myelinating processes. Each of these regional parts may in turn be

further subdivided into finer parcellations. For example, dendrites are divided into

trunk, that is, the primary dendrite emanating from the cell somata, branches,

and terminal specializations. Component parts are considered to be independent

objects and represent the building blocks common to all cells, for example, plasma

membrane, mitochondrion. Components are largely drawn from the Gene On-

tology cell component hierarchy (Gene and Consortium, 2001), with additional

neuron-specific parts such as post-synaptic density added when necessary.

Molecules

Macromolecules are also elaborated within SAO under the independent con-

tinuant class. Just as with cell types, the SAO does not contain an exhaustive list

of macromolecules, because we anticipate that these entities are covered in other

resources. As molecules are encountered in biological data, they may be added to

the SAO. Because the SAO is designed for annotation of data, we include sepa-

rate entities for the RNA, DNA, and protein forms of a molecular entity. In this

way, users can capture the target of a labeling study according to the molecular

species localized and assign the species to the correct subcellular compartment.

Properties. We have devised three major groups of properties in the SAO: part of,

morphological and spatial relationships, again largely following the model of the

FMA. Regional parts are assigned to each cell class using restrictions, for exam-

ple, neurons may only have neuronal regional parts. The geometrical relationships

among cell parts are specified by relationships such as continuous with, for exam-

ple, dendrites are continuous with the cell somata; dendritic spines are continuous

with dendrites. Thus, each regional part is assumed to belong to a parent cell.

Although some properties are assigned at the level of cell class, for example, mor-

phological type, most are assigned at the level of cell part. In this way, cell com-

ponents and macromolecules are assigned to the particular part of the nerve cell in

which they are found. Similarly, because nerve cells are large and may span many

brain regions, the property has anatomical location, designed to situate the cell
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within a regional part of the nervous system, is assigned separately to each part

of the cell. The SAO thus differs from most anatomical ontologies, for example,

BAMS (Bota et al., 2005) where anatomical location is assigned at the level of cell

class.

We have employed restrictions within OWL to associate regional parts with

the appropriate cell class. Thus, a neuron may only have regional parts of a neuron;

an astrocyte may only have regional parts of an astrocyte. In contrast, component

parts may be found in any cell. Although certain neuronal classes are distinguished

by features such as a characteristic number of dendrites, the presence of spines or

a myelinated axon, we have largely avoided creating many restrictions along these

lines. Unlike gross anatomy, we usually have very few examples of a given class

from which to infer these types of rules and there tends to be considerable variation

within and across species of these parameters. We therefore have chosen to create a

fairly generic model of a neuron in the SAO which can be used to describe individ-

ual instances of neuronal cell classes in a standard way. The SAO places molecules

within their cellular contexts through the has molecular constituent property and

its inverse is molecular constituent of. This property is defined as a special type

of has part. Most of these molecules will be localized using techniques such as im-

munocytochemistry and in situ hybridization. Molecules may be assigned to any

aspect of the cell, both regional and component parts, and at whatever level of

granularity can be determined from the technique. An exception to this rule is the

assignment of neurotransmitter. Because neurotransmitter has traditionally been

one of the defining properties of a neuron to most neuroscientists, we included the

property has neurotransmitter as a special type of has molecular constituent and

assigned it at the level of cell class.

In theory, we should be able to derive the neurotransmitter from a consid-

eration of the types of molecules located within the synaptic region, but because

techniques such as immunocytochemistry often determine neurotransmitter indi-

rectly, for example, through the localization of a synthetic or degradative enzyme

for a neurotransmitter, and because determination of a neurotransmitter usually

involves additional physiological or pharmacological criteria, we decided to assign
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this as a simple property for now. Through the properties has anatomical loca-

tion, the SAO situates cells and parts of cells into higher order brain regions. The

SAO divides anatomical localization into three categories: has general anatomical

location; has specific anatomical location; has atlas location. General anatomi-

cal location is assigned to the level of the cell class and is meant to encode the

generally known location of a cell class. This property again was included for ex-

pediency, because neuroscientists are so used to naming individual cells as parts

of anatomical regions, even though only the cell soma may be located there. The

level of specification may be fairly coarse in this case, for example, Purkinje cell

has general anatomical location cerebellar cortex. Specific anatomical location is

meant to be assigned at the instance level and is intended to be assigned at as

fine a level of granularity as possible, for example, my Purkinje cell dendrite has

specific anatomical location outer third of cerebellar molecular layer. If known,

anatomical location can be recorded as a set of atlas coordinates through the has

atlas anatomical location property. This property type contains the atlas refer-

enced, the coordinates, and the reference point from which the coordinates are

derived, for example, bregma. Currently, the SAO assigns anatomical location in

the form of free text.We are in the process of changing the anatomical location to

an object property that is drawn from the BIRNLex anatomical ontology, which in

turn draws its anatomical entities largely from the Neuronames hierarchy (Bowden

and Dubach, 2003).

Supracellular structures

One of the biggest challenges in constructing the SAO was to provide the

specification of supracellular entities like the Node of Ranvier and the synapse.

Although these entities are treated by other ontologies (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007) as

if they are independent entities, in fact neither of these objects exist independently

within complex tissue. Rather, they represent sites where certain configurations

of subcellular objects are found (e.g., neuropil, synapses, glomeruli, and the Node

of Ranvier) and where certain functions are presumed to occur. Thus, although in

preliminary versions of the SAO, we classified synapses and Nodes as objects, start-
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ing in v1.0 we utilized the structure of the BFO to classify supracellular domains

through the object aggregate and site classes.

An object aggregate in BFO 1.0 is defined as an independent continuant that

is a mereological sum of separate objects and possesses non-connected boundaries.

Examples: a heap of stones, a group of commuters on the subway, a collection of

random bacteria, a flock of geese, the patients in a hospital. A site is defined as

an independent continuant consisting of a characteristic spatial shape in relation

to some arrangement of other continuants and of the medium which is enclosed

in whole or in part by this characteristic spatial shape. Sites are entities that can

be occupied by other continuants. The BFO further clarifies sites in this way: In

BFO, site allows for a so-called relational view of space which is different from the

view corresponding to the class spatial region. Space and spatial region entities

are entities in their own rights which exist independently of any entities which

can be located at them. This view of space is sometimes called absolutist or the

container view. In BFO, the class site allows for a so-called relational view of

space, that is to say, a view according to which spatiality is a matter of relative

location between entities and not a matter of being tied to space. The bridge

between these two views is secured through the fact that while instances of site

are not spatial region entities, they are nevertheless spatial entities. (BFO 1.1;

http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/1.1).

We considered supracellular domains as object aggregates because they rep-

resent a somewhat ad hoc grouping of cell parts into a higher order structures.

However, many of these ad hoc groupings are given special designations because

they are believed to be the locations at which a particular function occurs. For

example, the Node of Ranvier is the site of action potential propagation down the

axon; the synapse is the site at which neurotransmission occurs. The location of

that function is inferred because of the presence of one of more molecules or cell

components that have been demonstrated to be involved in the expression of these

dynamic processes. Figure 2.6 shows the SAO structure for describing the Node

of Ranvier from the central nervous system. We define the Node of Ranvier as a

site on the axon in the gap between two segments of myelin. Neuroscientists have
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identified different compartments of the node based on the locations of certain

structural configurations and molecules such as ion channels. We thus constructed

a set of entities, grouped under Node Related Sites, utilizing the parcellation de-

scribed in Sosinsky et al. (2005) to describe the different sites, the cellular objects

located at each site and the spatial relationships among them. Note the difference

between Internode (transitively a subclass of Site) and Internode Axon (transi-

tively a subclass of FiatObjectPart). Internode is not the parent class of Internode

Axon, because they refer to distinct entities in the axon. The distinction between

the two reflects the difference between material and location. If we were to ask

what is the material located at the Internode site? the answer would be not only

the Internode axon, but would also include compact myelin, protein channels and

other macromolecules.

Conversely, if we were to ask where is the Internode Axon? in the sense of

asking where the material substance of this regional part of an axon is located,

the answer would be, at the site called the Internode. Similarly, asking where is

there both compact myelin and a regional part of an axon? would also give the

answer, at the site called the Internode. In this way, the SAO can provide a very

precise specification of the different macromolecules and provides a formal basis

for creating rules by which a structure can be recognized.

The synapse is modeled using the object aggregate and site classes (Fig-

ure 2.7). We created an aggregate object consisting of a pre-synaptic part, a post-

synaptic part, and a junctional part, similar to the Synapse Ontology of Zhang

et al. (2007) and then localize them to the synaptic site. Each of these parts have

cell components, for example, synaptic vesicles, located within them that define

the extents of these parts, that is, the pre-synaptic part is the part of the presy-

naptic structure (axon terminal, dendrite, or soma) containing synaptic vesicles.

In our earlier versions of the SAO, which classified the synapse as a single mate-

rial entity rather than a site, we encountered the problem that our designation of

cellular structures as pre- or post-synaptic provided no way to distinguish the part

that participated in the synaptic contact from the whole structure. When we say

that the neuron soma is the post-synaptic structure, we are usually saying is that
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there is a contact on a part of the cell body. Through the relationships encoded in

the SAO, we can restrict the definition of the synapse to that part of the cellular

structure where certain structures, for example, synaptic vesicles, or molecules are

localized.

Anatomical qualities

Version 1.2 of the SAO has included a more extensive list of morphologi-

cal qualities under the dependent continuant class that are used to modify objects

within the SAO. Generic morphological qualifiers such as round or spherical are im-

ported into SAO through the Phenotype and Trait Ontology (Gkoutos et al., 2005).

However, we included a set of qualities that were specific for subcellular anatomy,

for example, spine shapes (mushroom, thin, stubby), nuclear shape (round, lobu-

lated, indented), and cell soma shape (pyramidal, fusiform). We elected in most

cases not to precoordinate these terms with the independent continuants they de-

scribe, because these qualities can be assigned at the time of annotation. By pre

coordination, we mean the creation of a set of independent continuants which in-

corporate the qualifier, for example, mushroom-shaped spine; lobulated nucleus.

Precoordination was used for morphological classes that required unique identifi-

cation like spine classes, where the designation of mushroom shape confers a set

of unique properties to that class. We chose not to precoordinate when the qual-

ifier was considered descriptive of an instance and not necessarily indicative of a

member of a distinct class. In these cases, we apply the qualifier to the instance,

for example, instance of nucleus with morphological quality indented at the time

of annotation. In this way, we do not have to generate large numbers of classes

that differ on what might be a superficial detail. Additional qualities that are

assigned to each object are morphometric quantities such as length, surface area,

etc., orientation, and polarity.

Annotation properties

Annotation properties contain information about the ontology entities. We

imported the annotation properties from the BIRNLex, a lexicon developed for the
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Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) project (www.nbirn.net/birnlex).

These properties cover lexical entities such as definitions, synonyms, alternative

spellings, and the curation status of each entity. The label assigned to the class

name is also an annotation property. The BIRNLex, in turn, imported many

entities from the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS; http://www.

w3.org/2004/02/skos/), a set of RDF properties and classes for describing the

entities in a knowledge resource.

The definition property provides a human-readable definition for each en-

tity in the SAO. We believe that such definitions are critical for human annotators

to reference when using ontology class terms to describe data, because the equiv-

alence between the descriptions of objects observed in an investigation and the

ontology elements provides the ontology with its semantic power. Thus, a human

must clearly understand the way the term is defined in the ontology in order to

apply it. Because of the somewhat artificial and complicated structure imposed

on some entities (see Figures 3 and 4), the definition cannot be easily extrapolated

by a human from the structure of the ontology itself. Thus, following the recom-

mendations of the OBO Foundry, we provide a human-readable definition in the

form of A is a type of B which exhibits C. A is a B provides the location of the en-

tity within the class hierarchy, for example, A protoplasmic astrocyte is a type of

astrocyte, translates easily into protoplasmic astrocyte is a astrocyte in the SAO.

Which exhibits C provides the extensional property or properties differentiating

the entity from others in a class, for example, a protoplasmic astrocyte is a type

of astrocyte which is characterized by many fine processes and relatively few in-

termediate filaments. From this definition, the property has regional part process

and has component intermediate filament may be inferred. The goal is to pro-

vide a human-readable definition that is consistent with the machine-processable

definition encoded in the ontology.
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of a chemical synapse instance description in SAO. Sites

are indicated by green backgrounds. The boxes indicate instances of classes that

are related to one another as a description of a particular instance of a chemical

synapse.

2.3.2 User-defined reclassification and query

To illustrate how properties in OWL can be used to infer additional hi-

erarchies from the SAO, we constructed some OWL classes which reclassify the

neuron cell types based on their properties assigned by the SAO. We classified

neurons based on neurotransmitter, morphological type, or the presence of spines

simply by defining using OWL and Protègè that these categories ought to include

any cell which had the main property of that category (e.g., that the neuron was

known to use glutamate or GABA as a neurotransmitter, etc). After defining these

categories, we used the open source ontology reasoner Pellet (Sirin et al., 2007) to

transform the flat version of the SAO neuron type hierarchy in Figure 2.8A into the

inferred hierarchy in Figure 2.8B. The inferred hierarchy demonstrates that a cell

like the a Medium Spiny cell is both spiny and GABAergic while a Dentate Gyrus

granule cell can be classified as spiny, glutamatergic, and granule at the same time.

Any arbitrary reclassification may be performed using the combinations of prop-
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erties that suits the purpose of the user. Since the parent-child (is-a) relationships

of the inferred hierarchy are not written back to the ontology, this allows us to

maintain a hierarchy with single parents in the authored version of the ontology.

However, the classes of the inferred hierarchy, Spiny Cell, Glutamatergic Neuron,

Granule Cell, and GABAergic Neuron are implicitly embedded in the authored

ontology as children of the class Neuron. These classes use OWL restrictions to

define the kinds of children that it must logically have, and thus implicitly allows

cells to exist in multiple inferred categories.

2.3.3 SAO as semantic glue

In order to use the standard names of the SAO to annotate images in

different data formats, the SAO is itself used as a data exchange format between

three image annotation software applications. To apply the ontology to actual data,

we have incorporated annotation with the SAO into our routine segmentation tools

for light and electron microscopy. We have created a programmatic interface to the

OWL ontology that may be called by Jinx, our 3D segmentation tool for electron

tomography data. Through Jinx, users describe the objects contained in electron

microscopic volumes of neural tissue as instances of the SAO, rather than as a

set of user-defined objects with no relationship among them. The application of

SAO captures each object and allows the definition of related objects. Instances

of the SAO are then stored in a large instance store, which we call the Cellular

Knowledge Base (Fong et al., 2007), where they can be queried (Chen et al., 2006).

The data files used to generate the instances are stored in the CCDB which tracks

their experimental and data provenance. We are in the process of incorporating

SAO into additional analysis tools for analyzing neuronal branching patterns and

for annotation of spatially varying signals using our GIS-based brain atlas, the

SMART Atlas (Martone et al., 2008b).
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Figure 2.8: Inferred hierarchies using OWL. On the left, a subset of the hierarchy

under the Neuron class prior to inference. On the right, the automatic reclassi-

fication of that subset under four user-defined groupings, Glutamatergic Neuron,

GABAergic Neuron, Spiny Cell, Granule Cell, based on the properties of the cells

alone.

The SAO and Cellular Knowledge Base architecture enable us to integrate

these different data types through the shared semantic representation of biologi-

cally significant elements. For example, the image of a dendritic tree generated

with two-photon fluorescent microscopy (Figure 2.1A), is annotated as an instance

of sao:Dendritic Tree, which is part of medium spiny neuron, and has part dendrite.

The instance of dendrite has regional part dendritic segment. This same instance

of dendritic segment is visible in the correlated electron microscopic volume of the

same medium spiny neuron (Figure 2.1C), where we can further assign has regional

part Dendritic Spine to this dendrite. An algorithm with access to the SAO infer
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that the dendritic spine is part of the dendritic tree, and apply properties derived

from the electron tomography study to that acquired from the light microscopic

imaging. Without this common interlingua and the codified knowledge explicitly

declaring the shared semantic context, programmatic combination and cross query

of these images and data types is much more difficult and requires customized

algorithms to encode the semantic information.

By structuring the SAO in OWL, we have made its encoded knowledge

available to OWL reasoners and RDF query engines. Consequently, we use in-

stances stored in the Cellular Knowledge Base and the knowledge encoded in the

ontology to determine what molecular constituents are found in the Node of Ran-

vier, and which sites on the Node are they respectively found in. We can also

query about the glial cell types associated with the Node, and how the parts of

the glial cells relate to the different parts of the Node.

2.4 Discussion

We created an OWL ontology representing the subcellular anatomy of the

nervous system to provide the necessary scaffold for integrating molecular and

anatomical data through accurate description of mesoscale anatomy. By codifying

it in OWL, we have enabled algorithmic query and analysis of that knowledge.

Moreover, we have enabled the use of formalized knowledge as a standard for

making connections between data formats, making connections between other on-

tologies, and as a data exchange format for image annotation tools. This scaffold

is amenable both to tool development and to semantically driven information ex-

change across the field. It also provides individual researchers a means to perform

reasonerbased quality control and inferential analysis of annotated neuroimages.

Applying formal semantic representation techniques to neuroanatomical structure

has been preliminarily addressed in the macroscopic domain (Martin et al., 2001;

Mechouche et al., 2006); little exists in the mesoscopic neuroanatomical domain

as yet. A Synapse Ontology was recently constructed (Zhang et al., 2007), but it

does not situate synapses in their cellular and tissue contexts, nor is it built on
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top of community-shared foundational ontologies. Our motivation for creating the

SAO was to provide the necessary tools for describing the types of subcellular and

supracellular entities located in the dimensional range now termed the mesoscale.

The SAO is designed as a reference ontology, defined by Brinkley et al. (2006)

in the following way: Unlike application ontologies, reference ontologies are not

designed for any specific application, but are intended to be re-used in multiple

application contexts [. . .] Reference ontologies are designed according to strict

ontological principles, whereas application ontologies are designed according to the

viewpoint of an end-user in a particular domain. We elected to tackle the more

difficult task of creating a reference ontology with formal semantics, because we

believe that such resources are needed to build models of mesoscale structures that

combine information from multiple domains and to be able to utilize information

obtained at the mesoscale at coarser and finer scales of granularity. Through ap-

plication of the ontology, researchers can work in a narrow dimensional range, but

their observations are immediately linked across scales. For example, a researcher

segmenting a reconstruction derived from electron tomography may make the ob-

servation that an endoplasmic reticulum of a dendritic spine from a Purkinje cells

expresses the IP3 receptor. Through the SAO, the following inferences can be

made: There exists a Purkinje cell dendrite that expresses the IP3 receptor; the

cell class Purkinje cell expresses the IP3 receptor; the cerebellar cortex expresses

the IP3 receptor; and the cerebellum expresses the IP3 receptor.

The SAO is meant to describe structure, not function nor dynamic pro-

cesses, following the parcellation of biomedical reality established by the BFO.

However, although we try to adhere as much as possible to this distinction within

the formal class structure of the ontology, as can be seen by the labels assigned to

SAO classes, many labels that are applied to our SAO entities have a functional

flavor to them, for example, chemical synapse. Where possible, we tried to remove

entities that mixed a structure with a function, for example, myelinating oligoden-

drocyte or with a physiological state, for example, activated microglia. However,

we also felt in some cases that it was important to assign the labels that are com-

monly employed by the community. Although these labels appear in the figures
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and text provided in this paper, SAO classes are actually identified using semanti-

cally neutral numeric labels (e.g., SAO class sao1507566336 has the preferred label

Post-synaptic Component). The human-readable preferred label is assigned as an

annotation property, as are a variety of lexical term variants, such as alternate

labels, abbreviations, synonyms, acronyms, and so on. This practice is standard

in the ontology community, and although it makes working with the ontology at

times cumbersome for humans because of the need to associate the label with the

class, we find it philosophically appealing. The entity is the same entity regardless

of what we call it, that is, a rose by any other name would smell as sweet. So

the fact that our neuron labels reflect mixtures of classification schemes does not

impact the class structure of the SAO; rather, the class of neuron to which the

label is applied is defined by the set of properties assigned to it.

Ultimately, the goal of anatomy is to provide the structural substrate for

mapping function and understanding the structural constraints on dynamic pro-

cesses. Anatomy is a mature discipline with a rich history. Many structures have

been described, and continue to be described, particularly in electron microscopy,

for which no functional property is known. The classic view of structure-function

relationships assumes that structural differences reflect functional differences as

well. However, mapping function onto structure is a complex issue that is cur-

rently beyond the domain of the SAO. We chose to adhere to a strict structural

approach to keep the SAO scope tractable. We also, however, believe that by not

mixing structural and functional classes together, it will be easier in the future to

utilize the SAO within a functional ontology. As an example, the term synapse,

as is recounted in all introductory textbooks, was a functional concept introduced

by Sherrington to describe the transmission of information between cells. The

morphological correlate of the synapse was described by Palay and colleagues us-

ing electron microscopy in the 1950s, and is also familiar to beginning students

of neuroscience. SAO currently provides a formal description of the set of enti-

ties to describe the morphological correlates of what are assumed to be the sites

and machinery for synaptic transmission in the nervous system. Although the la-

bels employed, pre-synaptic and post-synaptic compartment, do have functional
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significance, the precise mapping of the functional aspects onto the morphologi-

cal correlate is not straightforward. Though these familiar functional labels date

back to work on the cellular physiological correlate of Sherringtons synapse first

described by Katz and colleagues in the 1940s, as a recent paper indicating evi-

dence for ectopic release from the chick ciliary ganglion synapse illustrates (Coggan

et al., 2005), our understanding of neural signaling at the cellular level continues

to evolve. If release of neurotransmitter can occur at sites other than the ac-

tive zone visualized in electron micrographs, then the functions associated with a

synapse cannot be restricted to this domain. However, by modeling a synapse as

a site where objects, and eventually dynamic processes, are located, the definition

of a synapse can expand as our functional understanding of synaptic transmis-

sion expands. We believe that mapping of function onto structure will be one of

the greatest challenges faced by those who are creating ontologies for biomedical

science.

2.4.1 Reasoning and inference with OWL

Biological objects are complex entities that do not fit neatly into single

hierarchies. We have chosen to follow the recommended practice of single inher-

itance for all SAO classes, even when that means providing a very flat hierarchy

with minimal utility for classification purposes. However, the power of OWL as an

ontology formalism is that it not only enables us to explicitly express the complex

qualities and inter-relatedness of entities, the standard tools built around the OWL

formalism allows us to automatically infer multiple valid hierarchies for an entity,

depending on what is required. For complex entities such as neuronal classes, we

can use the OWL inference engine to infer hierarchies based on neurotransmitter,

morphological properties, anatomical location, or circuit type (Figure 2.8). The

same can be done for other classes of subcellular structures, for example, dendritic

spines. This approach provides maximal flexibility to the end user and allows us to

begin to cluster and define neurons based on a set of properties rather than along

a single dimension (Migliore and Shepherd, 2005).

We have only begun to experiment with the power of OWL to infer new
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knowledge about objects that is not explicitly encoded in the ontology that allows

information to be inferred across scales. In chapter 3, we provide an example

of this cross scale reasoning using OWL and rules about how cell parts relate to

cells and brain regions. In this example, we showed how annotation of a synapse

between a terminal of a thalamocortical axon and the dendritic spine of a cortical

neuron observed through axonal tracing and electron microscopy could be used to

infer knowledge about regional brain connectivity. Through relationships encoded

in SAO, we inferred from the presence of a labeled axon terminal that there must

be a neuron in the thalamus that has an axon projecting to the cortex. From the

presence of a spine, we inferred that there existed a neuron to which the spine

belonged in cortex. From the local observation that an axon terminal synapsed on

a dendritic spine, we could infer that thalamic cells synapse with cortical cells, and

that thalamus projects to cortex. While the reasoning itself does not provide new

insight about brain function, we showhere that a computational algorithm was able

to infer the same logical cross-scale consequences of the subcellular arrangement

of cell parts as would a neuroscientist without our having to write custom code to

embed that knowledge in the program.

2.4.2 Application of the ontology

In construction of the SAO, we have attempted to provide a formal struc-

ture for describing data, balancing the needs for a top-down versus a bottom-up

approach. By top-down, we mean that the biological theory governing a domain is

used to classify data products; by bottom-up, we mean that we do not impose prior

knowledge constraints on interpreting data but let the data speak for themselves

(Murphy, 2005). OWL classes are essentially descriptive templates that constrain

the possible properties and relationships which instances may have. As such, we

only encode knowledge into the class level when we are sure that it ought to con-

strain all further instances that may be seen. This criterion enforces a certain

amount of rigor when describing the properties of biological entities. What are

those things that must always be true of a biological entity? Unlike the case of

gross anatomy, where we can be reasonably certain of the canonical form taken
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by the human body, for example, we do not believe that we are at the stage with

subcellular anatomy where we can comfortably define such canonical forms. Thus,

although we sacrifice some of the reasoning power of OWL through the minimal

placement of restrictions on the classes, we designed version 1.2 of the SAO to

serve as the basis by which such rules can be derived from the instances.

When describing data, we apply the ontology only down to the level of

granularity of which we are reasonably certain. For example, if we know the type

of neuron we are describing, we can assign instances of properties to that specific

class; if we do not, we can assign the observed properties to the class neuron.

Using the reasoning power of OWL, it may turn out that the properties of this

unidentified neuron are equivalent to a known class, but that can be inferred from

the actual instance. In this way, the structure of the OWL standard forces the SAO

to make careful and conservative descriptions about subcellular anatomy while still

allowing a place for uncertainty.

Instances within the SAO also serve another important function by allowing

us to annotate the biological description of a piece of data with the data and

experimental properties from which it was derived. Entities within SAO are not

directly observable by humans but must be imaged through a device such as a

microscope and recorded in some form on a particular medium. Biologists are well

aware that how a specimen was prepared, imaged, and analyzed will impact the

types of observations that are made. In many cases, subcellular structures that are

observed under certain conditions, for example, chemical fixation, are determined

to be artifactual when recorded under different conditions. Most experimentalists

are uncomfortable with knowledge management systems that attempt to divorce

the biological reality from the methods used for acquisition, visualization, and

analysis, because these methods largely determine the form that the reality will

take. We must recognize, however, that the entities that we are attempting to

describe in the SAO are assumed to transcend any technique. That is, we are

assuming that there is such as thing as a dendrite, even though its properties can

only be described in a specific experimental context. So, although the SAO itself

does not assign technique or data type to the biological entity, for each instance of
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the entity, we provide a link to the experimental evidentiary context and the data

type from which it was derived (e.g., this instance of dendrite was stained with a

Golgi stain and imaged in a light microscope).

Through the construction of the SAO, we have made progress toward the

goals of building information bridges in neuroscience in three broad areas: for-

malization, externalization, and standardization. By formalization, we mean the

process of describing concepts in a fully explicit manner in order to clarify and

sharpen the meanings of the terms being used. The lengths that we have gone to

either find or impose structure on implicit concepts in subcellular anatomy reflect

the absence of prior efforts to bring them into a single cohesive framework. Such

a framework is important for the growing community interested in producing de-

tailed computational models of structure and function in the nervous system. It is

vitally important that experimental neuroscientists be able to communicate with

this community and provide increased levels of explanation of their experimental

systems. Providing a formal way of communicating, these explanations make it

much easier to begin the modeling process. Ontologies in general, and the SAO

in particular, is crucial connective tissue to help place these goals within reach for

neuroscience.

In order for formalized information to be used by software applications, the

information must be capable of externalization. By externalization, we mean to

draw attention to the ability to transform the information into code, as opposed

to the translation of abstract concepts into a human-only readable explicit repre-

sentation. Once knowledge has been formalized and subsequently codified into a

computer-readable form, that knowledge becomes externalized as an entity that

is capable to programmatically interact with other knowledge. This makes infor-

mation much more flexible than if it resided on the printed page, and it allows

algorithms to answer questions for us, saving time and effort. The process of con-

structing an OWL ontology formalizes the knowledge it contains, but encoding it

in OWL and saving it on a computer in its underlying RDF/XML format exter-

nalizes the information for other systems to digest and manipulate via standard

open source code frameworks.
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Through externalization, we are able to remix knowledge into other forms.

It allows us to generate diagrams, to view it in different software interfaces (e.g.,

Jinx), to reclassify hierarchies on demand, and to run rule-based reasoning or

other automatic inferencing mechanisms. The benefits of this are obvious in the

context of the goals of data sharing and model construction. Externalization is also

needed in order to construct algorithms that are capable of assisting neuroscientists

do their own work, such as to guide them in a literature search or to suggest the

name of a structure they are segmenting.

Once an information bridge has been formalized, and also externalized, it

can be used for the final important purpose of standardization. In this context,

the aspect of standardization that we focus on is the ability for OWL ontologies

to serve as semantic glue which allow disparate data, ontologies, and applications

to interoperate. The strategy we have employed in our knowledge environment is

to leverage the externalized knowledge in the SAO by embedding it in tools that

have first contact with primary data. By embedding the SAO in these tools, we

enable the user not only easy access to SAO terms to use in annotating their data,

but also we make the tools more intelligent to minimize the amount of implied

knowledge that a user must contribute.

Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Frontiers in

Neuroinformatics 2007, 1:3. Larson, Stephen D.; Fong, Lisa L.; Gupta, Amar-

nath; Condit, Christopher; Martone, Maryann E. The dissertation author was the

primary investigator and author of this paper.



Chapter 3

Rule-based reasoning with a

multi-scale neuroanatomical

ontology

3.1 Introduction

Neuroscience data are complex. Whereas the field of bioinformatics has rel-

atively straightforward data structures like lists of gene and protein sequences, the

field of neuroscience has to manage data about anatomy, physiology, behavior and

more. At least one reason for the complexity and expansiveness of the domain is

that neuroscientists are still unsure of the most significant biological factors under-

lying the brain’s ability to plan, coordinate and execute actions based on external

and internal information. Consequently, neuroscientists are engaged in activities

that span multiple temporal and spatial scales simultaneously. As the cell remains

the major structural unit of biological tissues, clearly the neuron plays an impor-

tant role in nervous system function, but in order to fully understand the neuron,

many details about its cell biology and molecular dynamics must be known. Sim-

ilarly, much needs to be known about the role that a neuron plays in the larger

networks that they form. Capturing information at the spatial scale of large-scale

networks, small-scale networks, single cells, and molecules is therefore required

43
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to recognize how events across these scales come together in the processes that

span them. All of these issues are equally valid in the temporal scale, as impor-

tant events happen at scales of microseconds (ion channel dynamics), milliseconds

(synaptic events), seconds (long-term synaptic events) and across animal lifetimes.

To complicate matters further, data collected at each scale is recorded using di-

verse instrumentation and have no inherent means of being unified with other

forms of data. As a result, the problem of neuroscientific data can easily be called

the most complex data management problem yet seen by science. The significant

consequences of this are twofold: 1) the complexity of the data leads to a reduced

ability to share data; 2) the reduced ability to share data harms efforts to produce

a synthetic understanding of the brain(Edi, 2006). A synthetic understanding of

neuroscientific data should unify across physical and temporal scales and across

data sources.

This study examines ways in which neuroscientific data can be synthesized

through the use of information technologies. Previously we have shown how to take

advantage of the W3C’s OWL specification2 to construct an ontology of subcellular

anatomy (Fong et al., submitted). After explaining the significance of this format

for describing data, we go into more detail on the nature of the multiple scales

in our model and discuss how it was aggregated from multiple sources. Then

we demonstrate how logic-based rules can generate new knowledge from multi-

scale data. Multiscale integration required that we merge multiple independent

ontologies covering different spatial scales. Examples of inferences made on the

data are explored in detail.

3.2 OWL Format Enables Ontologies To Be True

Data Models

The W3C’s OWL 1.0 specification2 is an extension of RDF3, which is it-

self an extension of XML4. As reported in Martone et al. (2004), this format

is ideal for the construction of biomedical ontologies designed to bridge the gaps

between different scales and modalities in neuroscience. In a companion paper
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to this submission (Fong et al., 2007), we describe the creation of an ontology for

subcellular anatomy of the nervous system (SAO; http://ccdb.ucsd.edu/SAO/1.

0/SAO.owl). Unlike most ontologies developed around gross anatomy, e.g., FMA

(Martin et al., 2001) the SAO takes a cell-centered view. This consists of develop-

ing a model of the nerve cell that encapsulates its cell parts and their relationships

both within and across individual cells. The SAO then combines these subcellular

elements with those from molecular and gross anatomical scales. In the SAO, a

neuron has a range of associated properties that help it unify information across

scales and across experimental modalities. A list of some of the most important

properties appears in table 3.1. Many of the relationships between elements in

the data are explicitly described, such as in table 3.1, but many other relation-

ships that could result from description in the SAO are implicit. For example,

the observation that a synapse exists in a micrograph means that two neurons

are structurally connected. If these neurons have their origins in different brain

nuclei, than these nuclei have a structural connection between them. Even in the

absence of an explicit statement of connection between brain areas, this informa-

tion is there implicitly. Not only would we like to make this information explicit,

but ideally a program would extract these relationships for us. In order to achieve

this, we employed rule-based reasoning.

The key properties relating parts of cells to the cell class are has com-

partment, i.e., regional part, and has component, e.g., cellular components. In

the SAO, properties can be assigned to parts of cells as well as the cell class it-

self. Table 3.2 shows an outline of entities that are valid for the range of the

property ”has Compartment”. These entities in turn have compartments and

other properties that can be assigned to them, and so on. As a result, the

SAO is intended to be used to compose a description of neuroanatomical entities

from its parts as one might construct a structure out of tinkertoys. For exam-

ple, an axon terminal named Axon Terminal 1 has the following properties: 1)

its origin is the posterior complex of the thalamus, 2) glutamate is an associ-

ated molecular constituent, 3) its location is in the primary somatosensory area’s
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Table 3.1: Select Properties of Neuron in SAO.

has Neurotransmitter
is Spiny
number Of Axons
number Primary Dendrites Min
projects To
has Compartment
has Component
has Dimension
has Inherent 3D Shape
anatomical Location Atlas
anatomical Location Specific
functional State
location CNS PNS
morphological Type
is continuous with
observation Conditions
has parent cell
species of origin

barrel field, 4) it is a subcompartment of an axon named Axon 1, and 5) it is

found in a rat. Its origin, Posterior complex of the thalamus, and its location

Primary somatosensory area barrel field are terms that reference entities in the

Brain Architecture Management System (BAMS; Bota et al., 2005) a comprehen-

sive terminological resource for gross brain anatomy that includes both anatomical

regions and connectivity between brain regions. Its other properties are defined in

the SAO. The SAO assigns anatomical location to different parts of nerve cells, re-

flecting the fact that nerve cells may have very long processes that project through

and to multiple brain regions. We detail below how we have incorporated data

from BAMS with the subcellular data in the SAO.
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Table 3.2: Valid Neuron Compartments.

• Axon

– Axon Collateral

– Main Axon

• Cell Body

• Dendrite

– Dendritic Branch

– Dendritic Segment

– Dendritic Subtree

– Dendritic Tree

• Spine

– Axonal Spine

– Dendritic Spine

– Somatic Spine

3.3 Disparate Data Can Be Interfaced Once Con-

verted To OWL

In order to make inferences across physical scales, data about each scale

must be integrated. To define the location of cell parts within regional brain

parts, we utilized the brain part hierarchy of the Brain Architecture Management

System (BAMS). To collect data on the level of brain anatomy and connectiv-

ity between brain regions, we turned to the BAMS website (http://brancusi.

usc.edu/bkms/). A Perl script using the CPAN libraries WWW:Mechanize and

HTML::TokeParser was written to read successive web pages and encode anatom-

ical, connectivity, and reference data into the OWL format. Approximately 720
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brain parts and 14,000 connectivity statements were taken from the Swanson-98

atlas of the rat brain. The result of this encoding is referred to as the BAMS

ontology.

The BAMS ontology has only two major categories - BrainPart and Con-

nectionStatement. BrainPart gathers information about the name of the structure,

the type of the structure (grey matter, white matter), and its place in the con-

tainment hierarchy defined by the brain atlas. ConnectionStatement is written

anytime the web page of a brain structure indicated a reference that demonstrated

a projection entering or leaving this brain area. The strength of the connection is

noted. The paper reference and link to the PubMed webpage is also noted. An

important point to note here is that this ontology is constructed via an algorithm,

and that it can also be updated in the future by the same algorithm. In this way,

information that is added to the BAMS website can be dynamically included in

the ontology reasoning system.

After creating the BAMS ontology, there was a need to create an ontology

that expanded on its terms. The expansion was necessary because several levels of

structural granularity were missing between brain structures represented in BAMS

and the cells that compose them. To close this conceptual gap, we created the

BAMS+ ontology, which uses the OWL import functionality to import the BAMS

ontology. BAMS+ adds more fine grained parcellations of brain regions, e.g.,

cytoarchitectural regions such as cortical layers. Although for the reasoning work

demonstrated in this paper we did not take advantage of these constructs for

simplicity, this ontology will play an important role in more sophisticated multi-

scale reasoning tasks involving additional anatomical scales.

The SAO-BAMS+ ontology uses OWL imports to import both the SAO

and BAMS+ ontologies. This merged ontology allows for statements to be cre-

ated that involve both ontologies. Important relations are defined here such as

has Origin In BAMS Location, has BAMS Location, has Post-synaptic Neuron, and

has Pre-synaptic Neuron. The instances that are created in the examples pre-

sented and the rules that are presented are all run with this ontology loaded into

Protege.
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of imports for the SAO merged with

BAMS.

Figure 3.1: A Venn diagram of the structure of the merged ontology, labelled

”SAO-BAMS+”. SAO and BAMS indicate the subcellular anatomy ontology and

the Brain Architecture Management System ontology generated from our Perl

script. The BAMS ontology is imported within the BAMS+ ontology, which ex-

tends its semantics. The SAO-BAMS+ ontology imports both SAO and BAMS+

to enable elements of both to be used together.

3.4 Rule-based Reasoning Allows Inferences To

Generate New Knowledge

In the following, we show how we utilized the SAO-BAMS+ ontology and

rule based reasoning to bridge the gap between the cell-centered ultrastructural

view of the SAO and the regional connectivity view of the BAMS.

Logic-based rules are IF-THEN statements that are machine readable. They

can be constructed to make inferences about knowledge in an ontology (Golbre-

ich et al., 2005). In the case of the SAO, we are interested in making inferences

about the kind of structures visible in electron micrographs: parts of cells, macro-

molecules and supracellular aggregates. The latter class includes structures that

span two or more cells, e.g., synapses. The SAO specifies the relationships among

these parts, e.g., neuron has compartment dendrite; dendrite is continuous with
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of how reasoning enables the creation of new infor-

mation from old information through logical inference.

Table 3.3: Rule 1.1

((:instance "sao:Axon_Terminal" ?x)

(has_Origin_In_BAMS_Location ?x ?y)

(:add-instance (?a "sao:Axon")(:name ?a "")

(has_Origin_In_BAMS_Location ?a ?y)

("sao:has_Compartment" ?a ?x)))

the cell soma. Almost all electron microscopic data involves the analysis of partial

structures, i.e., isolated parts of dendrites, axons, cell bodies. Only rarely is a

complete cell including processes examined at the ultrastructural level. The SAO

was constructed so that parts of neurons that might be observed in an electron

micrograph can be placed in their cellular and tissue contexts. For example, an

axon terminal is a part of an axon that participates in a synaptic connection with

a part of another cell. Figure 3.2 illustrates how having some knowledge about

where the axon terminal is coming from can be leveraged to infer new information.

Commonsense and experience from observation implies that where there is

an axon terminal there must also be an axon. Encoding this experience into a rule

that acts on our data model enables the augmentation of knowledge (Fig. 3.3). Here

we demonstrate schematically the result of applying Algernon7 rules 1.1 and 1.2
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Table 3.4: Rule 1.2

((:instance "sao:Axon" ?x)

(has_Origin_In_BAMS_Location ?x ?y)

(:add-instance (?a "sao:Neuron")(:name ?a "")

(has_BAMS_Location ?a ?y)

("sao:has_Compartment" ?a ?x)))

to our knowledge base. At first, the knowledge base begins with Axon Terminal 1

known to have the relation has Origin In BAMS Location to the Posterior complex

of the thalamus. Applying Algernon rule 1.1, we generate an instance Axon 1 ,

with the property that it shares the same origin as the axon terminal, and that

it has the axon terminal as a compartment of itself. Axon 1 may correspond to a

visible feature of the image, or it may be outside of its boundaries and thus only

exist as an inferred entity. We can use the same logic in Algernon rule 1.2 to infer

the presence of a neuron, Neuron 1 (actually the neuron cell soma) whose location,

has BAMS Location is the origin of Axon 1 and Axon Terminal 1. This kind of

logical inference can be run on all instances of axon terminals present in our data

set and build up a corpus of inferred axons and neurons that can then be used for

further analysis.

Figure 3.3 illustrates a second example of reasoning that merges across three

scales of data. Prior to reasoning, Synapse 1 has two intercellular junction com-

partments, Pre-synaptic compartment 1 and Post-synaptic compartment 1. Ap-

plying Algernon rules 2.1 and 2.2, it is discovered that the pre-synaptic com-

partment is situated in Axon Terminal 1 and our post-synaptic compartment is

situated in Dendritic Spine 1. Using the rules illustrated in figure 2 to infer the

presence of neurons from axon terminals, and an additional set of rules for den-

dritic spines, the synapse can be directly associated with the two neurons that

participate in that synapse, through the properties Pre-synaptic Neuron and Post-

synaptic Neuron. If two neurons share a synapse, then there is a connection be-

tween those neurons. If those neurons are in different brain areas, then those

areas have a connection between them. Since the neurons that participated in

Synapse 1 have already been identified, and their locations are known through
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Figure 3.3: Reasoning across three levels of anatomical scale, merging the cellular,

supracellular and gross anatomy.

has BAMS location relations, Algernon rule 2.3 can make an explicit connection

statement about the brain areas in which the neurons are located. Through this

reasoning, we can infer statements about connectivity between gross brain regions

from local interactions that happen on the subcellular scale captured by electron

microscopy.

3.5 Future Directions

We forsee two immediate directions for this project. First, the merging of

ontologies across scales will continue. The current version of the BAMS+ ontol-

ogy needs expansion to capture the existing concepts of neural systems that lie

between the cellular level and the gross anatomical level. Additional synthesis of

neuroanatomy into formal entities in this mesoscale will aid understanding greatly.
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Table 3.5: Rule 2.1

((:instance "sao:Chemical_Synapse" ?a)

(:instance "sao:Post-synaptic_Compartment" ?b)

("sao:intercellular_Junction_Compartment" ?a ?b)

(:instance "sao:Neuron_Compartment" ?c)

("sao:is_Intracellular_Junction_Compartment_Of" ?b ?c)

(:instance "sao:Neuron" ?d)

("sao:is_Compartment_Of" ?c ?d)

(has_Post-synaptic_Neuron ?a ?d))

Table 3.6: Rule 2.2

((:instance "sao:Chemical_Synapse" ?a)

(:instance "sao:Pre-synaptic_Compartment" ?b)

("sao:intercellular_Junction_Compartment" ?a ?b)

(:instance "sao:Axon_Terminal" ?c)

("sao:is_Intracellular_Junction_Compartment_Of" ?b ?c)

(:instance "sao:Axon" ?d)

("sao:has_Compartment" ?d ?c)

(:instance "sao:Neuron" ?e)

("sao:has_Compartment" ?e ?d)

(has_Pre-synaptic_Neuron ?a ?e))

Table 3.7: Rule 2.3

((:instance "sao:Chemical_Synapse" ?a)

(has_Pre-synaptic_Neuron ?a ?b)

(has_Post-synaptic_Neuron ?a ?c)

(has_BAMS_Location ?b ?d)

(has_BAMS_Location ?c ?e)

(:add-instance (?f "bams:Connection_Statement")

(:name ?f "") ("bams:reference" ?f "Inferred")

("bams:sending_Structure" ?f ?d)

("bams:receiving_Structure" ?f ?e)

(example_Synapse ?f ?a)))
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The main challenge of this effort will be careful knowledge engineering of these

entities that creates definitions that are not too general but also not too specific.

The second important direction is to forge a tighter coupling between these

ontologies and spatial and structural representations. While our team has made

excellent progress creating systems that interoperate with such representations (see

Fong et al., 2007), the next challenge will be to fuse them together into a seamless

whole. This will necessitate a system of ”reasoning” that is not just limited to

inference or rule-based chaining, but which also accommodates calculations of 3D

geometry and space, and can merge the results of these diverse processes together.

3.6 Contributions

In this paper, we have demonstrated that in order to perform inferences

across physical scales in neuroscience, one requires data organized in a representa-

tion that enables integration. OWL-based ontologies are idea common grounds for

many neuroscientific data because they allow information from different sources

and on different topics to be analyzed using standard tools. We described one

example of consolidating existing information on the web into the OWL format by

writing a program that reads the web pages at the Brain Architecture Manage-

ment System website and generates an OWL ontology. Having data from different

scales in the OWL format then allowed us to describe one data set in terms of the

other. Furthermore, we have shown that common sense about the way that data

in neuroscience fits together can be encoded into logical rules that, through infer-

ence performed by simple rule based tools, can generate new knowledge from old

knowledge. We have demonstrated examples of this by first inferring the presence

of axons and neurons from axon terminals and secondly by inferring connections

between brain areas by the presence of synapses.
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3.7 Methods

In order to perform the rule based inferences on the data, we used the

Protege-OWL editor version 3.2.1 with the Algernon plugin (Hewett), developed

by Michael Hewett. It provides a simple syntax for querying and updating the

data model and is capable of inserting and deleting instances. However, one dis-

advantage is that over large data sets it is inefficient.

Additional materials described in the paper such as ontologies and rule files

are available at http://ccdb.ucsd.edu/SAO

Chapter 3, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in CEUR

Workshop Proceedings 258, 2007, ISSN 1613-0073. Larson, Stephen D.; Martone,

Maryann E. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of

this paper.



Chapter 4

Neurolex.org: An online parts list

for neuroscience

4.1 Introduction

Imagine that every time a neurobiologist identified a new piece of the ner-

vous system, he could record information about it on a magic index card. This

magic index card would list different features of that piece of the nervous system,

and whatever was written on it would immediately be visible to the entire world.

From anywhere in the world, the magic index card could be sorted into any list of

nervous system parts to which it belonged. If the index card described a neuron

that used glutamate to signal other neurons, then it would appear on a list of

glutamatergic neurons. If the same card asserted that the neuron was found in the

hippocampus, then it would also appear on a list of neurons in the hippocampus.

This card could be written for any piece of the nervous system, whether it was an

individual ion channel, or a whole chunk of the brain. Every time a new card was

added, it would enrich a global framework for the understanding of the nervous

system rather than add a disconnected puzzle piece to an ever expanding sea of

data. Such a system would be an important start of a global semantic framework

for neuroscience data integration, and is necessary to overcome the challenges of

reaching broad understanding of a system as complex as the nervous system. In

56
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order to tackle these challenges, it is crucial that we define the major concepts in

neuroscience, e.g., neuron, brain, and the relationships among these concepts in a

machine-readable form, but also make this machine-readable form accessible and

easy to improve collaboratively over the internet.

There has been a great deal of work in the study of “knowledge representa-

tion” in computer science (Davis et al., 1993). Knowledge representation concerns

itself with how to capture the meaning of statements in machine processable forms.

Examples of statements of interest to neuroscience include “mitochondria are part

of neurons” and “Purkinje cells are located in the cerebellar cortex”. In these exam-

ples, “mitochondria”, “Purkinje cells”, neurons and cerebellar cortex are the enti-

ties, “part of” and “located in” are properties (sometimes referred to as relations or

relationships),. By splitting knowledge into these atoms, computational systems

can do a better job of analyzing the relationships expressed within them. This

makes individual statements available for search, query, and reuse into other infor-

mation systems, which is still currently difficult with unstructured prose. When

done over a large knowledge base, this approach enables computational systems

to keep large amounts of complex information well-organized and easily accessible,

enables search across distributed databases and allows data-minded scientists to

rapidly pose and answer questions about existing knowledge via automated logical

deductions (Martone et al., 2004; Larson and Martone, 2009). Computer science

is increasingly producing tools to find patterns in large corpuses of data that have

been structured this way. However, a well structured knowledge base that has

been comprehensively populated and has built up significant consensus from the

neuroscience community is far from completion.

The lack of well structured knowledge in the biosciences has been acknowl-

edged in the past and there is a significant history of effort to try and resolve it.

Seeing this challenge, in 1965, the College of American Pathologists created the

systematized nomenclature of pathology (SNOP), which evolved over the next forty

years into the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, Clinical Terms (SNOMED

CT; Cornet and de Keizer, 2008). In 1986, the United States National Library

of Medicine began a large project researching techniques to create computer pro-
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grams that “understood the biomedical meaning in user inquiries” and ”use this

understanding to retrieve and integrate relevant machine-readable information for

users” (The Unified Medical Language System; UMLS; Lindberg et al., 1993).

The Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) was initially developed as an en-

hancement of the anatomical content of UMLS (Rosse et al., 1998b,a; Rosse and

Mejino, 2003). In 2000, the Gene Ontology Consortium began work on an unam-

biguous representation of knowledge to deal with the problem of connecting genes

to their gene products (Gene ontology; Ashburner et al., 2000), which was then

subsequently mapped into UMLS (Lomax and McCray, 2004). These developments

brought about an increased usage of a technology known as “ontologies”, intended

to enable knowledge representation to go beyond what was currently possible with

databases.

4.1.1 Ontologies

The word “ontology” takes its meaning from the branch of philosophy con-

cerned with categories of things that exist in the world, and the relationships of

similarity and difference between them. The more specialized sense of the word

“ontology” has been applied by computer and information science, as computer

systems have provided a means to use digital logic to enforce constraints of rigor on

descriptions of entities (Gruber, 1993; Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009). Computer

systems have also been developed to allow for automated query, inference, and

reasoning from properly formalized knowledge. These developments have enabled

the construction of “expert systems” (Russell and Norvig, 2003), which are capable

of organizing and processing complex logical information and helping humans find

unintuitive connections between facts.

Why work with ontologies instead of relying on databases? While databases

are extremely powerful means of capturing and organizing data, one of the chal-

lenges of their usage for open ended discovery is that the relationships between

data types may change rapidly as new information comes out. Due to the fact

that database columns are separate data objects from rows, there is no explicit,
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strongly-typed1 relationship between data entities as there are in schemes such as

the Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Spyns et al., 2002). The disadvantage

of keeping relationships implicit within databases is it causes practical management

burdens to the creation of a flexible information management structure where the

domain knowledge model is rapidly evolving. Because of the practical problems

using standard relational databases, some researchers organizing neurobiological

information turned to entity-attribute-value databases (Miller et al., 2005) or on-

tologies. For a more detailed review of ontologies and their applications in the

neurosciences, please see Larson and Martone (2009).

4.1.2 Computer-assisted knowledge management in the neu-

rosciences

Efforts to use information management technologies and ontologies to help

organize the domain knowledge of neuroscience specifically have been underway

for over two decades. Earliest work used systems such as HyperCard (Brink-

ley et al., 1989), an application sold with the Apple Macintosh in 1988 that

combined database capabilities with a graphical, flexible, user-modifiable inter-

face. Known as the NeuroNames brain nomenclature (Martin et al., 1990), it

evolved into a more complete brain hierarchy built according to the standards

of the UMLS (Bowden and Martin, 1995) and was eventually incorporated into

the BrainInfo resource (Bowden et al., 2007). In part due to a mandate of the

Human Brain Project (Huerta et al., 1993), several projects were supported and

emerged that were translating neuroscience specific data into digital forms. For

example, the University of Southern Californias Brain Architecture Management

system (BAMS; Bota et al., 2005) collated a significant database of neuroanatom-

ical terms and collections into an ontology (Bota and Swanson, 2008). Projects

such as the Cell-centered Database (Martone et al., 2002), SenseLab (Crasto et al.,

1A term from computer science referring to the explicit management of data type within
the text of the code, as opposed to allowing data type to be implicit and managed by the
compiler. Declaring a variable to be a String in your code is evidence of a strongly-typed language.
Languages that do not require the declaration of a variable as a string are referred to as “weakly-
typed”
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2007), CoCoMac (Stephan et al., 2001), and Neurome (Bloom and Young, 2005)

are just some of the many information systems that found solutions to cope with

the multi-dimensional nature of neuroscience knowledge within their targeted do-

mains(Bloom, 1996). However, as more data were being made available in digital

form in the neurosciences in separate databases, there became an increased call for

neuroscience-specific data integration across domains with ontologies as the main

backbone (Martone et al., 2004).

Based on the recognition of a lack of a consistent semantic framework

for the neurosciences, the National Institutes of Health’s Blueprint for Neuro-

science Research project created The Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF;

http://neuinfo.org; Gardner et al., 2008) in 2005. The project was conceived both

to provide a current inventory of resources (tools, materials, data) relevant for neu-

roscience and to provide the means by which such resources could be effectively

searched. The NIF was also tasked with providing the necessary framework for

constructing and annotating such resources to promote their discovery and utiliza-

tion. The NIF has been available in production since Fall of 2008. It is supported

by an expansive lexicon and ontology, built through the synthesis of open access

community ontologies, covering the broad domains of neuroscience and an infras-

tructure for bringing together diverse data sets into a single portal (Bug et al.,

2008). The current NIF lists over 4000 individual resources of relevance to neu-

roscience and its virtual data federation brings together millions of records from

independently maintained databases.

One of the mandates of the NIF was to apply an ontological approach to

the organization of databases and knowledge in the neurosciences. Prior to NIF’s

establishment, the Biomedical Informatics Resource Network produced a compre-

hensive cross-disciplinary ontology for the neurosciences. This ontology, called

BIRNLex, evolved into the Neuroscience Information Framework Standard ontol-

ogy (NIF Standard ontology; Bug et al., 2008). The list of topics it covers includes

behavioral activity, behavioral paradigms, brain regions, cells, diseases, molecules,

nervous system function, subcellular components (see chapter 2), information re-

sources, resource types, and qualities. Demonstrations of automated reasoning
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and processing enabled by organizing information in the neurosciences into the

NIF Standard Ontology helped to validate the importance of this approach Fong

et al., 2007; Cheung et al., 2009.

In addition to the activities of the NIF, a consortium dedicated to improving

the quality of biomedical ontologies focused, among other things, on a consistent

set of relations has been operating since 2005 called the OBO foundry (Smith et al.,

2005, 2007). Most recently, many of these ontologies have been collected into the

National Center for Biomedical Ontology’s BioPortal resource (Noy et al., 2009).

Taken together, these activities represent an effort by the biomedical ontology

community to build a foundation of machine-processable descriptions of biology

reality.

4.2 Challenges and motivation

The aim of making knowledge about biology, and neurobiology in particular,

machine-processable through the use of ontologies comes with several fundamental

challenges. First, the domain is a poor candidate. The domain of all entities rele-

vant to neurobiological function is extremely large, highly fragmented into separate

subdisciplines, and riddled with lack of consensus. These characteristics make neu-

rosciences challenging to describe using ontologies (Shirky, 2005). The nature of

neurosciences suggested that while small, well defined pieces of biological reality

could be encoded into ontologies, scaling the process up to encompass the whole

domain would require a different approach.

A second challenge is the need for human curation. The need for humans to

structure knowledge limits the rate that knowledge can be ingested into machine-

processable systems. While efforts such as Texpresso (Müller et al., 2004) have

made progress applying automated text-mining techniques to this problem, a com-

pletely automated solution has not yet emerged. As a result, for now, human beings

must continue to be a significant part of this effort. All the projects listed above

have taken the approach of hiring curators and in some case ontologists dedicated

to the task of knowledge engineering, data entry and data processing within the
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specific information system they had built. Moreover, in order to be effective at

curation and knowledge engineering, an individual must learn to follow a logical

rigor that is akin to calculus and differential geometry in its formal and arcane

nature. In short, curation and knowledge engineering in the biosciences is still

very manual, highly technical, and therefore costly.

A third challenge is that the tools used to create and maintain biomedical

ontologies require a lot of specialized knowledge and have not been inherently col-

laborativethough some are moving that direction. The most popular and functional

ontology editors, such as Protègè (Rubin et al., 2007) or OBO-edit (Day-Richter

et al., 2007), were originally designed for single user interaction. This presented a

challenge to teams that wished to collaboratively edit an ontology. Only recently

have collaborative editing tools begun to emerge with full support for ontologies

(Tudorache et al., 2010, 2011). Moreover, Protg and OBO-edit were designed as

stand-alone applications not suitable for display on the World Wide Web. Only

with the emergence of the Bioportal (Noy et al., 2009) and Web Protg (Tudorache

et al., 2011) have web-accessible interfaces to ontologies been made available. An-

other challenge for working with ontologies is that as they grow larger and larger,

software applications for editing an ontology have difficulty efficiently processing

the ontology, and this in turn may cause programmatic errors that go undetected

when the ontology size is small.

A final challenge is the disconnect between the communities concerned with

making primary observations of biology knowledge and those concerned with cre-

ating machine-processable representations of that knowledge. Following directly

from the high costs of describing biological observations in machine processable

forms, both in terms of skills and technologies, it has historically been difficult

for working scientists to derive value from ontologies. Ontologies have been diffi-

cult to find, difficult to examine, and even more difficult for domain scientists to

contribute to in order to correct errors, make suggestions, or augment the data

model. For these reasons, the barrier to entry is high for a biological scientist who

is engaged in the observation of living systems — also a highly technical endeavor

— to cross over into the area of biomedical ontologies and easily make useful con-
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tributions. This high barrier to entry has provided a disincentive that has kept

the communities of neuroscience apart from the community of biological ontology,

preventing the necessary crosstalk between these disciplines. These factors have

also led to a superficial representation of neural structures in many community

ontologies, e.g., the Gene Ontology.

As a result of the challenges enumerated above, we began to look within

the NIF project to emerging technologies that might offer alternative ways to col-

laborate in producing and editing structured knowledge. The wiki technology,

prominently on display at Wikipedia, brought with it advantages of rapid editing

of web pages by any author, and provided a system well suited for collaborative

management of knowledge about expansive domains (Neumann and Prusak, 2007;

Spinellis and Louridas, 2008). The semantic extension to the Wiki made it possi-

ble to formalize categories and the relationships between them, the cornerstone of

knowledge representation. Moreover, the open source nature of the software under-

lying Wikipedia made it an ideal platform for others to build additional websites.

Biomedical communities such as the BiomedGT wiki

(Solbrig and Jiang, 2009), a project to reconcile terms related to cancer,

run by the National Cancer Institute and the Mayo Clinic. They had been advised

to express the NCI Thesaurus (Sioutos et al., 2007) in OWL and to better adhere

to ontological principles (Ceusters et al., 2005). Additionally they were advised to

capture all dialog and discussion in the editing and curation process in order to

capture authors intent and identity. Around the same time, researchers in the field

of the “Semantic Web” were exploring how distributed networks of people could

collaboratively structure knowledge out of raw data and information (Neumann

and Prusak, 2007) and began building tools bridging ontologies and wiki technolo-

gies to enable this Solbrig and Jiang (2009); Krotzsch et al. (2006); Vrandecic and

Krötzsch (2006).

In this article, we describe NeuroLex.org, a semantic wiki-based website and

knowledge management system, the goal of which is to bring the complex frontier

of knowledge within neurobiology into a framework that allows neuroscientists to

review the facts of neuroanatomy, aggregate their personal understanding with
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that other scientists, and expose facts that are still controversial or missing on

the parts list of the nervous system. To date, the site is tracking 1̃7,300 unique

things in neurobiology spanning experimental techniques, behavioral paradigms,

anatomical nomenclature, genes, proteins and molecules. Here we show how the

structuring of information about these parts in the nervous system can be reused to

answer multiple questions neuroscientists would want to know, such as displaying

all known GABAergic neurons, and displaying all known brain regions that send

axons into the cerebellar cortex.

4.3 Methods

Neurolex is built using the Semantic Mediawiki (Krotzsch et al., 2006) plat-

form. To provide some basic structure to the Wiki suitable for neuroscience con-

tent, we utilized the Semantic Forms extension. This extension allows a set of

customizable forms to be constructed, whose fields can be filled in, via autocom-

plete, by a subset of the terms within the wiki customized to each field (see Fig. 4.3

for an example of a form). Because of this, content that is added to the wiki is

immediately available to select from when constructing the knowledge of a page.

Additionally, the forms shield users from relying on sometimes arcane conventions

of wiki text.

After installing Semantic Forms, the properties, templates, and forms were

designed and created to assist users in providing structured information, without

having to learn the Semantic Media Wiki syntax. We created forms for 1) neurons,

2) brain regions, and 3) resources. In addition, a generic template input form was

created for all other content that was not covered by these. These forms can be

seen when adding a new term on the landing page (Fig. 4.1), or when editing a

term that used the form in its creation.
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Figure 4.1: Landing page for NeuroLex.org. Several features are highlighted. A)

Login / user management controls. B) Global site search bar. C) Quick navigation

to neuron or brain region information. D) NIF Navigator, connecting the Neuro-

science Information Frameworks federated resources to each NeuroLex page. E)

Global site search bar. F) Quick navigation to hierarchies or tables containing de-

tailed information about diverse entities in Neuroscience. G) Quick creation forms

for cells, brain regions, resources, and generic page contents.

In addition to extensions that were already available in the public domain,

we constructed some custom extensions of our own to enable automatic generation

of identifiers for each category/concept, and a tool to allow categories to be up-

loaded via a comma separated value (CSV) text file. A full list of the extensions

used in Neurolex can be found online2.

In order to allow search engines such as Google to index our page content,

we customized the information in the “description” meta-tag in the header of each

page to display text that was specific to each page.

2http://neurolex.org/wiki/Special:Version
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4.3.1 Population and semantic query of NeuroLex

NeuroLex.org was originally populated with the NIF Standard ontology

Bug et al. (2008) in an effort to improve the process of editing and maintaining

it. The initial update process, written with custom scripts using the PyWikipedia

bot python framework, created one wiki page from each ontological class in the

ontology. Content that is added or updated in NeuroLex.org is contributed back

to the NIF Standard ontology. This content is not directly added to NIF Stan-

dard ontology, but is incorporated into the NIF Standard ontology OWL file by

a knowledge engineer after curation by the NIF ontology group. This is done to

enable the NIF Standard ontology to be authoritative, while allowing the content

in NeuroLex to be more fluid.

To demonstrate the additional knowledge aggregation features of the wiki,

we constructed several pages defined by queries that are automatically updated to

reflect the content of the wiki at that time (e.g. Fig. 4.6 & Fig. 4.7). Examples

include the overview of brain regions, neuron types with definitions, and neuron

by neurotransmitter.

We have set NeuroLex to export a complete RDF graph of the entire con-

tents of the wiki and upload them to a free triple store host provided by the N2

platform by Talis once every hour.

To validate the system, and to test whether it could be used to answer

meaningful questions in neuroscience, we created a test case around projections to

the cerebellum by augmenting the structures imported from NIFSTD with con-

nectivity information, largely derived from the rodent and feline cerebellum, as

summarized in (Altman and Bayer, 1997). While many questions can be asked

using Semantic MediaWikis native query language, we initially found ourselves

limited by an inability to pose queries that could handle an arbitrary number of

transitive operations in a single query3. To address this, we imported the RDF

graph from NeuroLex into an instance of the OWL-IM semantic repository4 in-

3http://j.mp/A8V3YJ
4http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
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stalled on Amazon EC25. We then utilized SPARQL 1.16 queries to explore the

knowledge base and answer specific questions about connectivity, as well as to pose

questions about the completeness of the descriptions of neurons.

5http://neurolex.org/wiki/Reasoning With SPARQL 1.1
6http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/#propertypaths
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4.4 Results

Table 4.1: Overview of key contents in NeuroLex.

Category Definition Number
of terms

Behavioral
activity

Behavior; the actions or reactions of an object or
organism, usually in relation to the environment
or surrounding world of stimuli. (NCI) [...]

27

Brain Re-
gions

Anatomical divisions of the brain. Regions of brain
across multiple species are contained within this
category.

1324

Cell Types The basic structural and functional unit of all or-
ganisms. Includes the plasma membrane and any
external encapsulating structures such as the cell
wall and cell envelope (Gene Ontology).

340

Diseases A disorder of structure or function in a human,
animal, or plant, esp. one that produces specific
signs or symptoms or that affects a specific loca-
tion and is not simply a direct result of physical
injury.

369

Molecules A biomolecule is any organic molecule that is pro-
duced by a living organism, including large poly-
meric molecules such as proteins, polysaccharides,
and nucleic acids as well as small molecules such as
primary metabolites, secondary metabolites, and
natural products. (Wikipedia)

569

Nervous
System
Function

An activity or purpose natural to or intended for
part of or a whole nervous system.

37

Organisms A living thing 902
Protein A biological macromolecule that is composed of

amino acids linked in a linear sequence (a polypep-
tide chain) and is genetically encoded. [..]

1354

Resources An entity that provides access (either in the open
community or within an organization) to material,
intellectual, financial, technological, or electronic
means of carrying out research and development.
(BRO)

4353

Subcellular
parts

Cell part which has a definable shape, bounded
predominantly by bonafide boundaries and is
countable (FMA).

148

Qualities A quality is an attribute or a property. 1379
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NeuroLex.org has made progress towards establishing and enabling the cre-

ation of a comprehensive corpus of machine-processable, multi-scale neuroscience

knowledge that is editable collaboratively online and is discoverable on the internet

by search engine queries. We were motivated to create a system for neuroscience

that had the following features:

• Every concept needed to be a web page

• Every concept needed to be editable individually

• Editing a concept needed to be easy

• Linking concepts needed to be easy

Semantic MediaWiki is an extension on the MediaWiki software that is the

foundation of Wikipedia and supports millions of users a day. Semantic MediaWiki

extends MediaWiki by allowing users to formalize knowledge through the use of

special tags within wikitext. This means that a page in Semantic MediaWiki can

be marked up to reveal knowledge within it in a structured way. For example,

a wiki page about an apple can indicate that its color is red and its flavor is

sweet through the use of special properties such as “has color” or “has flavor”.

This feature allows a wiki page to serve essentially as a database record for the

topic that it covers, going beyond a simple text entry and allowing software to be

written to analyze and synthesize content across pages. Limited support for online

reasoning has been incorporated into Semantic MediaWiki using inline queries,

though more sophisticated reasoning processes have been incorporated into other

wiki software (Kuhn, 2008).

NeuroLex currently hosts 17,388 active concepts including 275 neurons and

1366 brain regions, an increase of 10,257 concepts since its original launch7. Ta-

ble 4.1 shows a high-level overview of the contents of NeuroLex.org, broken down

by the high-level categories spanning scales and domains relevant to neuroscience.

An example page within the NeuroLex is shown in figure 4.2. In this exam-

ple, structured knowledge about the cerebellum is assembled and displayed on a

7http://j.mp/xJnXej
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web page, which allows the user to bookmark or share this content by the unique

URL. As NeuroLex is built on top of MediaWiki software, an edit button is present

that allows any user to modify the contents on this page (B). Boxes corresponding

to (D), (E), and (F) demonstrate the ability of the NeuroLex.org infrastructure

to assemble knowledge related to the cerebellum automatically. On a standard

Wikipedia page, all the knowledge on a page must be manually entered within

the single text box provided. Because NeuroLex leverages a semantic backend to

structure knowledge, its pages can dynamically call information from other pages

in when they are relevant. For example, in (D), all neurons reporting their somas

to be within the cerebellum, or within any other brain region that is defined as Is

part of the cerebellum (as shown in E), is listed here. The list is assembled via

Semantic MediaWikis inline query functionality, which allows structured content

from other pages to be organized and reported. Additionally, any cell that reported

that its axon passes through the cerebellum or its parts is listed separately.

The ability to structure knowledge within the Semantic MediaWiki platform

also allows classes to be rendered using tables, trees, and lists that combine the

asserted content of the class with queried content derived from other classes. For

example, (E) in figure 4.2 displays a dynamic tree that lists the brain region classes

that have been asserted as Is part of the Cerebellum. Lastly, (F) shows tracts that

have been defined as going into the cerebellum or going out of it.
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Figure 4.2: Example category page for the concept “Cerebellum.”

Figure 4.2 shows an example category page for the concept “Cerebellum.”

The elements of the page include: A) Global site search bar. B) Wiki controls for
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this page, including link to a discussion page, page edit history, and edit controls

for this page. C) Basic facts for this concept, including text description, super

category and more. Tabbed interface also contains additional advanced facts. D)

Advanced auto-generated report for neurons whose somas or axons are located in

the Cerebellum. E) Advanced auto-generated report of other brain regions that

are listed as being a part of the cerebellum. F) Advanced auto-generated report

of outgoing and incoming projections for the cerebellum G) List of users that have

made edits to this page. H) List of subcategories for this concept, i.e. concepts

that are more specific than this current concept. I) A widget that allows users to

share this page with their social networks. J) A global footer that contains last

modified information, as well as site-wide information like recent changes, a list of

new pages, special reports, and version information.

4.4.1 Editing the NeuroLex

To enable users to make modifications to knowledge that has been struc-

tured within NeuroLex.org, we implemented a form-based edit system as opposed

to the standard free text and markup system used by many wiki sites, including

Wikipedia. Fig 4.3 shows an example of editing the page for a cerebellum granule

cell within NeuroLex8. Any user may edit a NeuroLex page, with or without an

account, though the abilities to delete and to move pages are restricted to users

with accounts. This permissive approach to edits is balanced by a built-in history

and change tracking mechanism that makes edits transparent to curators, who

can easily undo changes that negatively impact the quality of the knowledge base.

Change history is available both at the level of individual pages9 or at the level of

the entire site10 .

8http://j.mp/xzUwKR
9http://j.mp/zC8Aci

10http://neurolex.org/wiki/Special:RecentChanges
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Figure 4.3: The edit form for the Cerebellum granule cell page. A user has pressed

the edit button, enlarged in the upper right hand corner to get here. Text boxes

enable the user to make edits to the fields of information on the page. Towards the

bottom of the page, a user is in the process of typing in “Glutamate” into the field

“Neurotransmitter released”. As the user hits each key, an autocomplete interface

helps to choose the appropriate term from a drop down list, indicated by the solid

arrowhead. After the user is done, the save button at the bottom of the page is

clicked.

NeuroLex.org has been online since December 2008. In that time it has
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received (at time of this writing) 203,796 absolute unique visits and 568,972 page

views from 185 countries and territories. Currently NeuroLex is receiving 6̃00 hits

per weekday. One hundred and three users have made edits, 12 of them have

been active in the process of editing in the last 2 months. NeuroLex has recorded

188,304 edits providing a ratio of visits to edits of 1̃.1:1 and a ratio of edits to

content of 11:1 (Wikipedia has 14:1) (Spinellis and Louridas, 2008).

Figure 4.4: Traffic sources to NeuroLex.org since December 2008. Direct traffic

refers to a user typing “neurolex.org” into the browser or following a personal

bookmark. Referring sites are visits where a user started at another site and

clicked a link to arrive at NeuroLex.org. Search engines refers to any user that

came to NeuroLex.org from a web search. Google searches made up 95% of the

search engine traffic.

A significant amount of traffic comes to NeuroLex.org from Google (fig-

ure 4.4). As shown in the usage graph in figure 4.5, Google search has had a

strong impact on traffic flow to NeuroLex.org. Modifications to the way that Neu-

roLex reports the contents of each page to Google resulted both in a reduction of

average traffic at the end of 2009 and a sharp increase of average traffic at the end

of 2010.

At time of writing 523 distinct terms when searched in Google returned a

NeuroLex page in the first 10 results. Over the course of its history, the top 10

Google searches that have pointed to NeuroLex.org have led to 7, 228 hits and

include terms such as “dorsal root ganglion”, “telencephalon”, “nervous system

function”, “cholinergic neurons”, “mni atlas”, “mitral cells”, “primary olfactory

cortex”, “lateral septum”, “movement quality”, and “oddball paradigm”. How-
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ever, those top 10 hits make up only 3.8% of the 190,000 visits from Google. In

fact, 96.2

Figure 4.5: A graph of visits to Neurolex.org over time since December 2008.

Hits in 2010 were depressed by modifications in the presentation of metadata for

search engines. This was corrected at the end of 2010, which led to increased traffic

seen in 2011.

4.4.2 Usage and adoption

NeuroLex.org has been cited in a series of articles commentaries and reviews

as a tool that can help address informatics challenges in neuroimaging (Nielsen,

2009b; Turner et al., 2010; Mejino et al., 2010), autism (Young et al., 2009), event-

related brain potentials (Frishkoff et al., 2009), and cognitive science (Miller et al.,

2010; Derom et al., 2010; Yarkoni et al., 2010). The neuroinformatics commu-

nity has cited it as a development encouraging integration between tools (Nielsen,

2009a; Akil et al., 2011; Ascoli, 2010; Katz et al., 2010; French et al., 2009; Hamil-

ton and Ascoli, 2010). It has also been cited by the semantic web community as an

example of a new development in distributed collaborative creation of biological

ontologies (He et al., 2009; Cheung et al., 2009; Alquier et al., 2010). In order to

enable broad community contribution to the NIF Standard Ontology (Bug et al.,

2008), the Neuroscience Information Framework adopted NeuroLex.org and made

it available as an easy entry point for the community (Grethe, 2009; figure 4.1).

As described in Imam et al., (2011), the NeuroLex has become the community

facing front-end to the NIF Standard Ontology as well as the platform on its

comprehensive registry of neuroscience resources is hosted. As content is modi-

fied and updated on NeuroLex.org, an ontology engineer tracks the latest changes,

reformulates them into a stricter formalism if necessary, and updates the OWL
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representation of the NIF Standard Ontology. The NIF Standard Ontology then

serves as the back-end for concept-based search that is deployed to the NIF search

engine (Akil et al., 2011).

4.4.3 Neurons and their properties

NeuroLex.org has also served as a test bed for the efforts of the Program

of Ontologies of Neural System (PONS), an activity of the International Neuroin-

formatics Coordinating Facility (INCF) (Martone et al., 2010). In the last year,

content and edits have been contributed by several members of the task forces in

this activity. Task force members can indicate their ownership of edits by creating

a user account with their name and logging in before making edits. NeuroLex

also allows individuals to make edits anonymously, after completing a test that

distinguishes human users from computer programs.

Through the activities of the NIF and the INCF, we used the NeuroLex as

a platform to aggregate information about the cells of the nervous system. Neu-

roLex can tally the number of subtypes of a given concept as users make updates–

something that is not possible in Wikipedia. Table 4.2, generated by a query in

the NeuroLex (http://neurolex.org/wiki/Contents_Overview), shows the cell

types contained in the NeuroLex. Of the 270 neurons and 41 glial cell types listed,

the vast majority are identified in the mammalian nervous system.

Table 4.3 shows the breakdown of neurons that have defined what neuro-

transmitter they use. Currently 43% of all neurons listed in NeuroLex have been

associated with some neurotransmitter.
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Table 4.2: Nervous system cells in the NeuroLex.

Category Definition Number
of terms

Neurons The basic cellular units of nervous tissue. Neurons
are polarized cells with defined regions consisting
of the cell body, an axon, and dendrites, although
some types of neurons lack axons or dendrites.[...]

270

Glial cells A non-neuronal cell of the nervous system. They
not only provide physical support, but also re-
spond to injury, regulate the ionic and chemical
composition of the extracellular milieu. Guide
neuronal migration during development, and ex-
change metabolites with neurons.

45

Table 4.3: Neurons grouped by neurotransmitter in the NeuroLex. Not listed

here are Serotonergic neurons (3) and Norepinephrine neurons (1).

Category Definition Number
of terms

GABAergic
Neurons

A neuron that uses GABA as a neurotrans-
mitter

63

Glutamatergic
Neurons

A neuron that uses glutamate as a neuro-
transmitter

28

Cholinergic Neu-
rons

A neuron that uses Acetylcholine as a neuro-
transmitter

15

Dopaminergic
Neurons

A neuron that uses dopamine as a neuro-
transmitter

6
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Table 4.4: Overview of key relations.

Name Usage
count

Synonym 38785
CurationStatus 10603
DefiningCitation 7959
Is part of 5355
Abbrev 2661
Species 1290
DefinitionSource 524
ExampleImage 400
LocationOfAxonArborization 167
DendriteLocation 71
DefiningCriteria 67
CellularSynapticTarget 60
AfferentProjections 51
EfferentProjections 43

Tables available online1112 show examples of a subset of the properties of some of

the neurons in NeuroLex.org. Since its inception, the editable input form that has

been used to define a neuron has evolved based on feedback from several members

of the neuroscience and neuroinformatics community. The current set of properties

represented on the input form are visible at NeuroLex.org13.

The relationships mentioned thus far (e.g. Is part of, tracts projecting

in and out of brain regions, the presence of a cell soma in a brain region, are

explicitly defined properties in NeuroLex.org. A significant amount of planning and

effort has gone into defining these and other additional relationships that are most

appropriate to the domain of neuroscience (cite Gordon and Giorgios paper). These

relationships provide the underlying machine processable link between concepts

and data and concepts to other concepts (see table 4.4 for a partial list of relations

used).

11http://neurolex.org/wiki/Neurons of the cerebellum
12http://neurolex.org/wiki/Neurons of the hippocampus
13http://neurolex.org/wiki/Form:Petilla neuron
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In order to determine how complete the knowledge is within NeuroLex,

we queried the system to see how many properties that had been were assigned

values (see Supplemental Table 1). With 250 neurons and 30 properties, 7500

facts would be needed to fully flesh out the descriptions of the current list of

neurons in Neurolex. Of that total, we found 33% of the fields were completed.

Some of the neuron types have been filled in more than others. For example,

neurons of the olfactory system have received the most complete description, on

average, compared to the rest of the neurons. Because additional properties may

be added in the future, the columns may continue to expand as necessary. This

report reveals that while there is still more to be done to come to a complete

description of the neurons in NeuroLex, we have been able to create a framework

that places a quantifiable upper bound on the amount of description necessary to

fill in knowledge about neurons.
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4.4.4 Custom list functionality

Figure 4.6: The page for all Glutamatergic neurons.
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Figure 4.7: The modified overview section of the Glutamatergic neuron page.

After having entered Glutamate as the Neurotransmitter released in the Cerebel-

lum granule cell page, this neuron now appears in the list when it did not before

(compare with open arrowhead in fig. 4.6 above)

Figure 4.6 illustrates a page in NeuroLex that is designed to keep track

of neurons based on a particular property. This page is a defined neuron class,

which means that it is a collection of neurons that come together as a result of a

shared property, the presence of glutamate as its neurotransmitter. The neurons

within NeuroLex for which this is true are listed in the Overview section, which

starts with the open arrowhead. In this case, the page only lists neurons that are

defined to have glutamate as their main neurotransmitter. Rather than editing

this page directly in order to maintain this list, the page is updated automatically

by the system (figure 4.7) when a user edits the page of an individual neuron

and indicates that its neurotransmitter is glutamate (figure 4.3, filled arrowhead).
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Table 4.5: Wiki text that creates a list of Glumatergic neurons

{{#ask: [[Category:Neuron]]

[[Neurotransmitter::Category:Glutamate]]

| format=category

}}

Table 4.5 shows the small amount of wiki-text that is used to create this automatic

list. This can be copied and pasted by users to create custom lists of other types

of specialized categories of items. The results of this automatically generated list

also becomes visible to search engines, meaning that a list that is useful to an

individual may also become content that is reused by others. For example, at time

of writing, the custom list on NeuroLex for cholinergic neurons appears on the first

page of results in Google.

4.4.5 Cerebellum Reasoning Example

In order to validate the ability of NeuroLex to structure information in a

form that enabled the answering of significant questions about the nervous system,

we explored the capacity of the knowledge base to answer the question: What

are all the brain regions that send projections into the cerebellum or any of its

parts? To address this question, we included statements derived from the cerebellar

anatomical literature in order to give the system a means of understanding 1) the

parts of the cerebellum, 2) what it means to send projections, and 3) what mossy

fibers are. In this case, mossy fibers are implied by any axons that enter the

cerebellum, or any projection whose destination is the cerebellum.

Table 4.6 demonstrates the result of the query that we issued to answer this

question. The query itself is shown in table 4.5. The significance of these results

are discussed below.
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Table 4.6: SPARQL 1.1 query to return the brain regions that project into the

cerebellum

## Prefixes

PREFIX rdfs:<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX xsd:<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

PREFIX owl:<http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>

PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

PREFIX property:<http://neurolex.org/wiki/Special:URIResolver/Property-3A>

###########################################################################

## Get me all brain regions that project to any Regional part of cerebellum,

## using the Efferent/Afferent projection properties

## AND the LocationOfAxonArborization and SomaLocation properties

## Report results by starting region, pathway taken, ending region

##########################################################################

select DISTINCT ?startName ?pathName ?endName where

?x property:Id "birnlex_1571"^^xsd:string .

?end rdfs:subClassOf* ?x .

OPTIONAL

?path property:LocationOfAxonArborization ?end .

?path property:SomaLocation ?start .

?start property:Label ?startName .

?path property:Label ?pathName .

?end property:Label ?endName .

OPTIONAL

?path property:EfferentProjections ?end .

?path property:AfferentProjections ?start .

?start property:Label ?startName.

?path property:Label ?pathName .

?end property:Label ?endName
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Table 4.7: Results from performing the query in table 4.6 to answer the question

what brain regions project to some part of the cerebellum. *The final column on

cell type has been added manually.

Structure that
cell soma is in

Pathway taken Structure that
axon arborizes in

Cell type*

Vestibular gan-
glion

Cerebellar Pri-
mary Vestibular
Afferents

Flocculus Vestibular gan-
glion cell

Vestibular gan-
glion

Cerebellar Pri-
mary Vestibular
Afferents

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIII

Vestibular gan-
glion cell

Vestibular gan-
glion

Cerebellar Pri-
mary Vestibular
Afferents

Vermic Lobule I Vestibular gan-
glion cell

Vestibular gan-
glion

Cerebellar Pri-
mary Vestibular
Afferents

Vermic Lobule IX Vestibular gan-
glion cell

Vestibular gan-
glion

Cerebellar Pri-
mary Vestibular
Afferents

Vermic Lobule X Vestibular gan-
glion cell

Trigeminal nu-
cleus

Trigeminal Mossy
Fibers

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VI

Trigeminal nu-
cleus principal
cell

Trigeminal nu-
cleus

Trigeminal Mossy
Fibers

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIIA

Trigeminal nu-
cleus principal
cell

Trigeminal nu-
cleus

Trigeminal Mossy
Fibers

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIIBi

Trigeminal nu-
cleus principal
cell

Trigeminal nu-
cleus

Trigeminal Mossy
Fibers

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIII

Trigeminal nu-
cleus principal
cell

Trigeminal nu-
cleus

Trigeminal Mossy
Fibers

Vermic Lobule IX Trigeminal nu-
cleus principal
cell

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Structure that
cell soma is in

Pathway taken Structure that
axon arborizes in

Cell type*

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Anterior lobe of
the cerebellum

Serotonergic cell
group B8

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VII

Serotonergic cell
group B8

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Paravermic Lob-
ule VII

Serotonergic cell
group B8

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Paravermic Lob-
ule VIII

Serotonergic cell
group B8

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Vermic Lobule
VII

Serotonergic cell
group B8

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Vermic Lobule
VIII

Serotonergic cell
group B8

Cervical spinal
cord

Central cervical
spinocerebellar
tract

Vermic Lobule II N/A

Cervical spinal
cord

Central cervical
spinocerebellar
tract

Vermic Lobule III N/A

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Structure that
cell soma is in

Pathway taken Structure that
axon arborizes in

Cell type*

Cervical spinal
cord

Central cervical
spinocerebellar
tract

Vermic Lobule IV N/A

Cervical spinal
cord

Central cervical
spinocerebellar
tract

Vermic Lobule V N/A

Cervical spinal
cord

Central cervical
spinocerebellar
tract

Vermic Lobule VI N/A

Cuneate nucleus Posterior
spinocerebel-
lar tract

Paravermic Lob-
ule IV

N/A

Cuneate nucleus Posterior
spinocerebel-
lar tract

Paravermic Lob-
ule V

N/A

Cuneate nucleus Posterior
spinocerebel-
lar tract

Paravermic Lob-
ule VI

N/A

Cuneate nucleus Posterior
spinocerebel-
lar tract

Vermic Lobule IV N/A

Cuneate nucleus Posterior
spinocerebel-
lar tract

Vermic Lobule V N/A

Cuneate nucleus Posterior
spinocerebel-
lar tract

Vermic Lobule VI N/A

Lateral reticular
nucleus

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Lateral Reticular
Nucleus

Anterior lobe of
the cerebellum

N/A

Lateral reticular
nucleus

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Lateral Reticular
Nucleus

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIIBii

N/A

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Structure that
cell soma is in

Pathway taken Structure that
axon arborizes in

Cell type*

Nucleus preposi-
tus

Cerebellar Af-
ferents From
The Prepositus
Nuclear Complex

Cerebellar hemi-
sphere

N/A

Nucleus preposi-
tus

Cerebellar Af-
ferents From
The Prepositus
Nuclear Complex

Cerebellar Par-
avermis

N/A

Nucleus preposi-
tus

Cerebellar Af-
ferents From
The Prepositus
Nuclear Complex

Hemispheric Lob-
ule IX

N/A

Nucleus preposi-
tus

Cerebellar Af-
ferents From
The Prepositus
Nuclear Complex

Vermis N/A

Pontine nuclear
complex

Cerebellar Ponto-
cerebellar Projec-
tion

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VI

N/A

Pontine nuclear
complex

Cerebellar Ponto-
cerebellar Projec-
tion

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIIBi

N/A

Pontine nuclear
complex

Cerebellar Ponto-
cerebellar Projec-
tion

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIII

N/A

Pontine reticular
formation

Cerebellar Affer-
ents From The
Pontine Retic-
ulotegmental
Nucleus

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIII

N/A

Vestibular gan-
glion

Cerebellar Pri-
mary Vestibular
Afferents

Hemispheric Lob-
ule IX

N/A

Vestibular nu-
clear complex

Cerebellar Sec-
ondary Vestibular
Afferents

Flocculus N/A

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Structure that
cell soma is in

Pathway taken Structure that
axon arborizes in

Cell type*

Vestibular nu-
clear complex

Cerebellar Sec-
ondary Vestibular
Afferents

Hemispheric Lob-
ule IX

N/A

Vestibular nu-
clear complex

Cerebellar Sec-
ondary Vestibular
Afferents

Hemispheric Lob-
ule VIII

N/A

Vestibular nu-
clear complex

Cerebellar Sec-
ondary Vestibular
Afferents

Vermic Lobule I N/A

Vestibular nu-
clear complex

Cerebellar Sec-
ondary Vestibular
Afferents

Vermic Lobule IX N/A

Vestibular nu-
clear complex

Cerebellar Sec-
ondary Vestibular
Afferents

Vermic Lobule X N/A

As a comparison, we also performed similar queries against other on-line

databases that contain information about connectivity: BAMS, etc., The equiva-

lent query to find the incoming projections to the cerebellum in the BAMS database

reveals a list of 3 brain regions that project into the cerebellar cortex and 27 brain

regions that project into the flocculus14. BAMS reports 5 regions that project into

the cerebellum as a whole15. While NeuroLex can report the pathway or cell type

that is responsible for the projection, this kind of report is not currently available

from BAMS. The CoCoMac database does not store connections to the cerebellum,

so the equivalent query could not be run.

The system used to create these queries, with the version of the data used

to call for them, is available for inspection as an Amazon EC2 instance16.

4.5 Discussion

The production of a well structured and comprehensive “parts list” or

knowledge base that is machine processable would be a key asset to the field

14http://brancusi.usc.edu/bkms/brain/show-infconaf.php?aidi=789&publi=1
15http://brancusi.usc.edu/bkms/brain/show-conaf.php?aidi=23&publi=1
16http://neurolex.org/wiki/Reasoning With SPARQL 1.1
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of neuroscience as it would drive hypothesis generation across subdisciplines. This

endeavor has been the ultimate goal of many efforts throughout the last fifty years

starting with the systematized nomenclature of pathology Cornet and de Keizer,

2008. The advent of widespread usage of the internet as the primary means of

conducting research online has made it possible to explore entirely new means of

building both broad, deep, and organized corpuses of knowledge in a distributed

collaborative manner (Huss et al., 2008; Neumann and Prusak, 2007; Spinellis and

Louridas, 2008). The great magnitude of increase in potential interaction of large

numbers of individuals over the internet provides hope in solving the even greater

challenge of building a detailed corpus of knowledge about the nervous system.

In order to tap into this potential, the exchange of knowledge in the bio-

logical sciences in the age of the internet will increasingly demand tools that allow

the organization, presentation, and dissemination of the complex relationships of

living systems through interfaces that are easy to update and easy to use. Main-

taining a careful balance between complexity and simplicity is a multi-disciplinary

challenge. Addressing this challenge requires as much attention to the interests of

biological scientists who do not have deep experience with information systems as

it does to the interests of logicians and ontological experts, who have experience

structuring knowledge in ways to allow automated query and reasoning. These

interests, frequently in competition, make up two sides of a coin. If biological

scientists cannot easily get knowledge out of an information system, they cannot

benefit from it. If biological scientists cannot easily put knowledge into an in-

formation system, the system will be uninteresting for lack of content. At the

same time, if ontological experts cannot structure queries and reason over domain

knowledge, an information system will not be able to return interesting results or

reveal non-obvious knowledge connections and will also suffer from disuse.

With NeuroLex.org, we have demonstrated success in building a commu-

nity platform where neuroscientists, ontology engineers and knowledge managers

can structure knowledge in a wiki form in an online repository that is accessible

to everybody. Usability and how users can contribute to this graph has been con-

sidered for the purpose of reducing the barrier to entry to allow and encourage
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a greater number of people to contribute. Additionally, we have exposed struc-

tured knowledge about neuroscience to the world via search engines, which unlocks

the potential for many others to find and learn from the knowledge base we have

created.

We have also demonstrated success in producing an online information arti-

fact that is useful for the discovery and organization of neuroanatomical facts. We

invested effort into creating properties that allow knowledge to be appropriately

interlinked for the purpose of creating a machine queryable semantic graph-based

knowledge base that can connect facts at the micro-scale in neuroscience, to facts

at a macro-scale. The system enables any user to look at different relationships

between the entities through a built-in reasoning system. The knowledge base

is still a work in progressmore facts are needed to fill in the significant number

of gaps. However, as we have shown in the example of reasoning over facts of

the cerebellum, the system is enabling us to ask much more powerful questions

about facts that have been recorded in the literature. Of equal importance, the

Wiki platform allows users with a minimal knowledge of ontology languages or

programming skills to create custom reports, something that typically requires an

ontology expert or database programmer.

4.5.1 Contribution model, usability and interface

The issues surrounding the neuron input form made it clear that issues

related to usability and interface, not commonly given first priority in scientific

disciplines of informatics, are increasingly becoming crucial to enable online com-

munity interaction around scientific subjects. If we are serious about pursuing

distributed collaboration, also called “crowdsourcing” Howe (2006) as a means

of assembling complex knowledge bases in the biological sciences, then we must

immediately view other successful crowdsourcing and social media ventures such

as Wikipedia, Twitter and Facebook as models to follow. The organizations be-

hind these sites make significant investments in interface and usability in order to

produce easy-to-use experiences for their target audience. This acknowledges the

reality of the contribution model on the internet where sites like NeuroLex must
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compete for attention and for the dedication of its targeted users. These resources

are difficult to get with clunky, cluttered, unintuitive interfaces that put a large

cognitive burden or have a significant learning curve to use.

The NeuroLex, though having a relatively small number of active users who

make edits, has an active user for every 1400 pages. To reach the ratio enjoyed by

Wikipedia, which has an active user for every 210 pages would require adding an

additional 68 active users, or in other words, persuading 1 out of every 300 unique

visitors to the site to make an edit over the course of two months (the time window

of user activity for them to be considered “active”). Companies like Google offer

free tools that enable a website to present different interfaces to different users and

measure the average activity of a user given an interface. This is used by websites

throughout the world to test out what encourages user contribution and what does

not. While NeuroLex.org has not yet employed such tools, it is clear that such

an approach is only now possible with flexible web-based interfaces for community

ontology creation and management such as the one developed here.

The current NeuroLex interface has many features for encouraging com-

munity interaction (see fig. 4.1 and 4.2). For example, the ease of bookmarking,

linking to, and sharing content via unique resource locator (URL), unique resource

identifier (URI) or unique id lowers the barriers to individuals discovering the site

and returning to it. These unique identifiers are also important means for refer-

encing these same concepts within other information systems, thereby facilitating

interlinking and integration of knowledge.

The advantage of wikis is that the edit features provide immediate gratifi-

cation to users when making a contribution because they can see their edits are

immediately visible globally. This approach is directly opposite to the tightly con-

trolled nature of edits made to other ontologies as proposed by the OBO Foundry,

another prominent group involved in structuring knowledge for the biosciences

(Smith et al., 2007). For the OBO Foundary, only a small group of editors is al-

lowed to make any changes, and a request system is used to make updates. OBO

Foundry exposes their ontologies via the BioPortal (Noy et al., 2009), which has a

mechanism for commenting or requesting modificiations, rather than making ed-
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its directly to the underlying contents. This approach has been taken to ensure

rigourous consistency of the knowledge-base with a gatekeeper model limiting the

number of individuals allowed to make changes. In contrast, the NeuroLex wiki-

based approach is to allow anyone to edit, and to deal with consistency after edits

have occurred with a “Recent changes” list that makes it transparent exactly what

edits have occured when and by whom (see the link in (J) on figure 4.2).

Of the 3̃0 ontologies managed by the OBO Foundry at their SourceForge

repository, the combined number of requests on all trackers for all ontologies at

time of writing was 3402, which makes for 55 NeuroLex edits (over two years on

line) to every OBO Foundry request for modification (over 6 years of operation

at SourceForge.com). Put another way, the OBO Foundry ontologies have been

requested to be edited on average 1.5 times a day while the NeuroLex ontology

has been edited on average 258 times a day.

The difference in approach has an impact on the number of edits made to

the underlying content. While more edits does not immediately suggest a higher

quality of content, a difference of two orders of magnitude suggests a difference in

the scalability of the contribution model.

4.5.2 The impact of a Google searchable ontology for neu-

roscience

Neuroscientists increasingly use Google as a primary source of research.

The traffic patterns Neurolex has received from Google shows there is a broad

worldwide demand for information about a variety of terms in neuroscience. This

is powerful because with more than 4000 different online resources relevant to

neuroscience on the internet (Bug et al., 2008), it would be natural to assume

that NeuroLex.org would rarely appear near the top of a Google search. However,

as we discovered with the traffic pattern dropping in 2010 and resurging in 2011

(figure 4.5), optimizing a page for Google’s search engine can make a big difference

in the usage of an online resource. If Wikipedia is any guide, the more that

scientists searching for scientific terms land on pages containing information that is

useful to them, the more likely they are to begin contributing their own knowledge
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back to it (Spinellis and Louridas, 2008), thereby moving towards the conditions

necessary to drive the vision of a community-vetted, collaboratively editing corpus

of structured knowledge in the neurosciences to become a reality.

4.5.3 Knowledge Base Quality

As we have considered NeuroLex both as a platform for helping a commu-

nity and as an information artifact, the question of knowledge base quality has

arisen. The open nature of NeuroLex raises potential concerns about the com-

pleteness and accuracy of its content. In addition to building the NeuroLex on

the software stack of Wikipedia, we have also built the contribution model on the

foundation that underlies the success of Wikipedia in ensuring the breadth and

accuracy of its articles Giles (2005). The idea is simple, the easier it is to edit and

the more transparent those edits are to others, the more possible it is for the read-

ership of the resource to also act as the reviewers and editors of content. However,

since the concept pages are constantly changing and not rigorously peer-reviewed,

they are not intended to be cited in journals as authoritative. Rather, wherever

possible, we have included the ability to cite a publication elsewhere via a Digi-

tal Object Identifier (DOI) or a PubMed ID, or to otherwise indicate its original

source from another resource, such as BrainInfo, BAMS, or published books. This

is intended to enable and encourage the end user to find the publication from which

the facts have been derived, confirm their veracity, and use these references as the

authoritative, citable reference. Nonetheless, we believe that the integration of in-

formation within NeuroLex is its major strength, much in the way that the index

of a book enables a quick lookup of concepts. The value of an index is derived from

its ordering of concepts and the correctness of its pointers to pages. The value of

NeuroLex is derived from organizing concepts into a data model and its accurate

pointers to external references.
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4.5.4 Relations / Properties

Understanding the importance of well-defined relationships is crucial to

the mission of creating computer frameworks to grapple with the complexity of

biological systems (Smith and Rosse, 2004; Smith et al., 2005). Indeed, these

relationships are the glue that hold the knowledge base together – they are the

edges that connect the vertices of the complex web of interactions that must exist

between the biological entities playing out their roles within biological systems. For

example, once you define a neuron as an entity of interest in a computer system,

you are presented with the challenge of defining the set of relationships that this

neuron should have to other entities – essentially what are the properties of a

neuron? Despite more than 100 years of investigation, this is a challenge that is

mostly unrecognized by the neuroscience community, and for which no consensus

has yet been established by those in the biomedical ontology community (Migliore

and Shepherd, 2005; Ascoli et al., 2008).

The challenges in defining the proper relationships a neuron should have for

a complete description fall into multiple areas of concern: simplicity, exhaustive

completeness, computability. The concern for simplicity is that the set of rela-

tionships a neuron have should not be so large that no neuroscientist is able to

contribute knowledge about a neuron because the number of things they need to fill

out is daunting and overwhelming. Additionally, if the relations are too simplistic

they may not fully describe the aspect of reality they intend to, much like describ-

ing a number as being between one and a hundred when the value 55 is really what

is needed to be able to sum it together with another value. On the other hand is

the concern for exhaustive completeness by those whose concerns are for the utility

of the framework – without all the details about a neuron, they worry there will be

unnecessary gaps that will prevent valuable insight to be gained. Related to this

concern, but still separate is the concern over computability. Here the concern is

over the formality of the relations – if formal statements can be used, then more

expressive questions can be asked via first order logic operations. For example,

those in favor of more formality may take a relationship like has soma location

and decompose it into a more formal and verbose form that included a has part
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relationship between a soma and a neuron as well as a has location relationship

between the soma and a brain region.

In the results section we have presented the current state of the form Neu-

roLex presents to users when defining the properties of a neuron. This is the result

of several revisions in collaboration with the NIF project and the INCF Program

on Neuronal Ontologies.(Grethe, 2009; Martone et al., 2010). Several considera-

tions went into the development of the current list. An initial version adopted the

more extensive recommended property list proposed by the Petilla convention for

interneuron properties (Ascoli et al., 2008). While this provided a fairly complete

overview of relevant properties, users reported difficulty making contributions to

the NeuroLex with the number of properties was too high or when the values to be

supplied were unclear. This highlighted the reality, as demonstrated by the Petilla

convention, that even when defining a single neuron, different potential contribu-

tors to the knowledge base will disagree on the importance of certain properties,

and the values they should have. In pursuit of a more parsimonious set of prop-

erties, the current list was produced to include more multiple choice options and

fewer numerical values (e.g. Cell soma size, Firing rate). While the NeuroLex has

taken the approach of setting the template for all users, a new effort to create a

Neuron Registry has explored the possibility of allowing users to flexibly define

and use properties as needed (Hamilton and Ascoli, 2010). While both approaches

have their pros and cons, data on which approach is best is still limited.

4.5.5 Organizing structured knowledge online

Wikipedias approach to exposing structured knowledge has been through

info-boxes that are implemented via mediawiki templates. The DBPedia project

has mined these info-boxes to package the knowledge within them into RDF. With

NeuroLex, we have circumvented the need for this two step process, first to an

info-box, and second to RDF, by building on top of Semantic MediaWiki. The use

of Semantic Forms by NeuroLex eliminates the need for the user to learn wiki-text

syntax, as Wikipedia editors must. Users are always presented with a form rather

than a block of text when they click the edit button in NeuroLex, unless they
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specifically request otherwise .

In addition to being simpler to learn, NeuroLex facilitates a more intercon-

nected knowledge base via two key features: redlinks and autocomplete. When

a page is edited and saved, values associated with the concept on that page may

appear in one of three colors, black, blue or red. Black text indicates a value that

doesnt link this is usually reserved for values or qualities that are provided in

free text. Blue text indicates an active link to another concept also stored within

NeuroLex clicking this link will take the user to this concept, thus enabling dis-

covery of related concepts. Red text, referred to as redlinks, show a value that

has the potential to link to another concept within NeuroLex, but for which that

concept does not currently exist. A redlink can occur as a result of a misspelling

the concepts name as supplied by the user, or the concept could be missing from

NeuroLex altogether. In the first case, the red text alerts the user that they may

have made an error, and may need to edit the value further to cause it turn blue.

In the second case, the user may click on the red text to arrive at a blank page

where they can define the missing concept.

In order to reduce the frequency of a user misspelling the name of a concept,

we utilized auto-complete features of Semantic Forms that will present the user

with a list of possible options drawn from the NeuroLex knowledge base that match

the sequence of letters the user has typed into a field. In addition to enabling the

user to fill values in with potentially fewer key strokes, this enables a user to

have confidence that the value they have entered will link to another value in the

knowledge base, and thus be presented with blue text once the content is saved.

This provides immediate feedback to a user that they have improved the knowledge

base – rather than have their bit of knowledge sit alone and by itself, they have

simultaneously added greater organization to the framework as a whole.

4.5.6 Cerebellum Reasoning Example

In order to demonstrate that the structuring of knowledge in the neuro-

sciences could help to provide answers to questions that were not obvious, we

exported the RDF graph of NeuroLex into a triple store environment that allowed
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us to pose a specific query (Table 4.6) and retrieve results that were pulled from

the pages of the wiki (Table 4.7). We have exported this content outside of the

Semantic MediaWiki framework in order to take advantage of advanced query op-

erations and additional computational performance only available in a separate

installation of a SPARQL 1.1 compliant triple store (OWLIM).

Three efforts to enable users to aggregate and investigate connectivity re-

lationships are related to this investigation: the CoCoMac resource Kötter (2004),

the Brain Architecture Management System (BAMS Bota et al. (2005)), and the

ConnectomeWiki . These resources can be compared from the perspectives of

access control, style of representation, and ability for external programmatic inter-

face. Both the CoCoMac and the BAMS approaches use carefully curated and

restricted access approaches to including new connectivity statements in their

database. Neither of them allows users to contribute to the knowledge base with-

out a vetting process. In contrast, the ConnectomeWiki project took a similar

approach to NeuroLex in terms of access control. Both allow anyone with a user ac-

count, available for free without special permission, to make edits to their database

of connectivity statement. In addition, the NeuroLex allows anonymous users to

make edits as well. One different between NeuroLex and the ConnectomeWiki is

that the presence of separate pages that capture information about connections

in the ConnectomeWiki allowing connections to be individually named and refer-

enced. This is an extremely useful addition that has not yet been incorporated

into NeuroLex, although as the example demonstrates this is not a pre-requisite

for reasoning about connectivity.

CoCoMac and BAMS have both built their knowledge bases as database

schema models, which limit the ability to create open and flexible linked data

models (Ruttenberg et al., 2009). NeuroLex and the ConnectomeWiki use a se-

mantic data model. A database schema model is a series of tables with rows and

columns, while a semantic data model is a directed graph. Queries on directed

graphs can be written using the logic of the properties that make up the edges of

the graph and the question in mind, rather than the logic of a database schema

via SQL. Using the logic of the semantic data model is useful for building a query
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up through an interactive process of query and exploration by the user. Graph

queries also make some operations more intuitive to work with, such as the ability

to recursively search through all subclasses of regional part of cerebelluman opera-

tion that is much more verbose to express using SQL. Using the same formalisms,

we have also been able to answer questions about how complete the knowledge

base is (Supplemental Table 1) for neurons and to reclassify neurons by their neu-

rotransmitter.

Here we have asked for the names of all brain regions that send axons

into the cerebellum. The query takes advantage of the “AfferentProjections” and

“EfferentProjections” properties, the “SomaLocation” and “LocationOfAxonAr-

borization” property, as well as more standard relationships such as “subClassOf”

and “isPartOf”. We specified “the cerebellum” as all the parts of the cerebellum

that can be reached via the “isPartOf” relationship, which numbered 65 different

areas. We found two major advantages to executing this query on NeuroLex as

opposed to BAMS:

1. Explicit representations of axons as connections between brain re-

gions: The system has reported to us the names of the pathways that con-

duct the axons into the cerebellum. BAMS considers connections between

brain regions as point-to-point. BAMS contains lists of cells that reside in

brain regions, but does not contain a place for knowledge that a cell may have

its cell body in one brain region and its axon in a different one. NeuroLex

does allow these kinds of statements to be used, and they contribute to the

query answer here.

2. Accessibility: The BAMS connection graph is not publicly exported and

cannot be imported into any tools and explored flexibly the way that SPARQL

enables. The BAMS database has been made accessible to outside users by

permission with specific groups but not publicly available. Some of its con-

tent has been exposed as OWL/XML (Ruttenberg et al., 2009) but this

leaves out the connectivity statements. The CoCoMac database is available

for use upon request of the site maintainers. The ConnectomeWiki is no
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longer online, but its contents were available as an RDF dump (private com-

munication with S. Gerhard). Of these other sites, NeuroLex alone exposes

100% of the data contained within its wiki pages in an RDF file and a triple

store that are anonymously available to any user who wishes to use them17.

The accessibility of this content to external interface is important because of

the desire of others to re-analyze the underlying data, or display it in a way

that is not possible by the given interface.

This example demonstrates the underlying motivation for the effort we have

put into NeuroLex. The purpose of aggregating knowledge in a structured man-

ner is to make it possible to ask questions that shed new light on facts we have

already acquired. Because of the inherent complexity of the nervous system, it

is difficult for any single investigator to keep the totality of its understanding in

mind at once. This has necessarily led to specialization in the neurosciences and

a balkanization of knowledge, which makes questions that cross between special-

ties hard to answer. With the NeuroLex, we have provided a system that can

allow many different investigators to be aggregate their specialized knowledge into

a form where questions that cross their specialties can be answered. While each

individual fact may already be known, in the aggregate, and with advanced query

mechanisms, it is possible to put into the hands of curious investigators the tools

to ask and answer precise questions they are looking for, rapidly and without the

work of aggregating the knowledge themselves.

This kind of built-in organization based on adding knowledge necessary in

the biosciences because of the complexity of the entities we are trying to describe.

Due to the facility to interlink knowledge into a graph, this kind of system can

act as a counterweight to complexity– every piece of knowledge does not stand on

its own, rather it creates a more parsimonious explanation. The features we have

described here appear to us to approach the qualities of the “magic index card”

system described in the introduction.

17http://neurolex.org/wiki/NeuroLex SPARQL endpoint



Chapter 5

The Whole Brain Catalog

5.1 Introduction

The function of the brain is intimately tied to the precise details of its

structure. From the gross anatomical level, to the network level, to the cellular

level, to the subcellular level, to the molecular level, the details of nervous system

structural organization (i.e. neuroanatomy), are crucial to forming new hypotheses

and solving the mysteries of the brain. A wide array of imaging technologies have

been developed that give scientists powerful ways to see the detailed structure of

the nervous system. While this has led to images that reveal aspects of the organi-

zation of the nervous system from nanometers to centimeters a full seven orders of

magnitudea challenge has emerged: how to gainfully combine the products of the

wide array of imaging technologies that depict the nervous system across scales in

a manner that increases scientific understanding?

Before we can begin to answer this question, it is important to understand

the way neuroanatomical atlases have been used in this area. Because images in

neuroscience are derived from brain tissue, neuroanatomical atlases have provided

a natural framework for putting image-based data into the context of brain re-

gions. These atlases were traditionally composed of 2D plates of Nissl stained

tissue overlaid with delineations for major brain regions and often provided a

standard coordinate system (e.g. Watson, 2005) The publication of atlases in this

manner allowed other studies to describe their data sets using these coordinate

100
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systems, whether they were using magnetic resonance imaging (Cai et al., 2006;

Cao, 2006; Valdés-Hernández, 2010), block face serial sectioning (Gustafson et al.,

2007; MacKenzie-Graham et al., 2004), or light and electron microscopy (Martone

et al., 2004).

The revolution of digital computers has allowed the scope of the brain at-

lases to expand beyond a reference system limited by a physical publication to

desktop or web-based interfaces (e.g. MacKenzie-Graham et al., 2004; Ma et al.,

2005; Lein et al., 2007) . The approach of using computers to capture knowledge

in digital spatial frameworks is one of the aims of the field of neuroinformatics

(Roysam et al., 2009) and the methods that go with them are collectively called

digital neuroanatomy (Maye et al., 2006). Several examples of computerized atlas

systems for digital neuroanatomy include a computerized atlas of rat brain precere-

bellar system (Brevik et al., 2001), MBAT (Boline et al., 2006), Rodent Workbench

(Hjornevik et al., 2007), High-resolution 3D surgical atlas (Chan et al., 2007), and

the Allen Brain Institute’s BrainExplorer (Lein et al., 2007). Many of these tools

both display an authoritative reference brain atlas and enable users to register

their own data into the context of that atlas. Template or coordinate-based reg-

istration can be used and enables the atlas system to be used as a database and

computational tool for comparing structural and functional features. (Fox et al.,

2005; Lein et al., 2007; Boline et al., 2006; Martone et al., 2008a; Bertrand and

Nissanov, 2008; Rybak et al., 2010; Gerhard et al., 2011). Much of these data are

in the form of 2D and 3D images, showing the topography of cell distributions,

gene expression patterns or physiological signals.

The above efforts start at the level of gross anatomy, defining the nu-

clei and white matter tracts of the nervous system. While these delineations

are often based on cellular stains, these atlases have not traditionally captured

the details of cellular morphology. A different approach to addressing the chal-

lenge of multi-scale integration in digital neuroanatomy has centered methods

around the nervous system cell rather than with the delineations of brain re-

gions as in traditional atlases. These include L-Neuron and ArborVitae for deal-

ing with morphologies of neurons (Ascoli, 2002), NeuroConstruct Gleeson et al.
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(2007) for integrating morphologies with computational simulations, NEOBASE, a

database for neocortical microcircuits (Muhammad and Markram, 2005), Neurolu-

cida (http://www.mbfbioscience.com/neurolucida) for neuronal reconstruction

from primary data, and the LONI visualization environment (Dinov et al., 2006).

In programs like these, the neuron stands in isolation or in reference to a few

synaptic partners. Thus in large part, digital atlases are divorced from tools and

repositories focused on the morphologies of neurons. Notable exceptions to this

general rule can be found in the invertebrate community where researchers can

identify individual neurons and there are fewer of them, e.g. the Honey Bee Stan-

dard brain (Maye et al., 2006; Kußet al., 2008; Rybak et al., 2010).

In order to make relationships between images explicit and machine- pro-

cessable, and therefore available for increasing scientific understanding by asking

deeper questions via structured queries, several projects have used methods to

connect image data within digital atlases with ontologies or less formal semantic

technologies. Work done in conjunction with the Cell-centered database (CCDB;

Martone et al., 2007) has revealed several methods to connect the image data

it warehouses with ontologies such as the NIF standard ontology (NIFSTD; Bug

et al., 2008. The CCDB is an online repository that focuses on organizing complex

image data types from neuroscience in order to make those images easily discover-

able. Linking annotation of images in the CCDB with a formal ontology enables

ontology-driven knowledge environments to be built that allow images to be refer-

enced by the biological entities that are depicted within them (Fong et al., 2007;

Gupta et al., 2007). These knowledge environments include tools for annotating

images with terms from the ontology, which facilitates data discovery and synthesis

of those images in an information system. Kußet al. (2008) has explored the use of

ontologies in brain atlasing of the Honey Bee for the purposes of visualizations in

hierarchical brain structures. Other projects have incorporated ontologies or ter-

minologies of a related heritage to the NIFSTD, including the BIRNLex(Bertrand

and Nissanov, 2008) and NeuroNames (Bowden et al., 2007). Richardson et al.

(2010) has implemented their own extensive EMAP anatomy ontology and (Ger-

hard et al., 2011) draws from data stored by connectome.ch, but does use the
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practice of referencing a URI.

Several efforts across computational neurobiology have looked towards meth-

ods in digital anatomy to help achieve their vision of richer, more detailed, and

more spatially realistic computational models (Hines and Carnevale, 1997; Maye

et al., 2006; Czech et al., 2009; Gleeson et al., 2010). This kind of modeling, some-

times referred to as multiscale modeling in the neurosciences, seeks the integration

of features of biological reality such as a voltage-gated channel can be integrated

with neuronal morphologies as well as gross anatomy (Hucka et al., 2002; Markram,

2006) in order to build predictive models of neuronal function. This practice is

familiar to the computational physical sciences where molecules are represented at

different levels of resolution in order to make predictions of about their function as

individuals or in aggregates (Horstemeyer, 2009; de Pablo, 2011). In the computa-

tional neurosciences, neurons are also represented at different levels of resolution,

allowing some models to focus on the activity of internal cellular processes (e.g.

Coggan et al., 2005; Lopreore et al., 2008 and others to focus on the activity of net-

works (e.g. Gleeson et al., 2010). This approach is also used in dynamic models of

the heart, which use models of heart cells at different resolutions in concert to make

predictions of how function at a macro scale is affected by changing parameters at

a micro scale (Campbell and McCulloch, 2011).

5.2 Challenges

Insofar as predictive models aid scientific understanding Hartmann (1996),

the production of multi-scale computational models in the neurosciences provides

a strong motivation to integrate image data across scales. Multi-scale models like

the ones described above, however, are frequently challenging to build due to their

typically large number of parameters, whose initial values must be constrained in

a manner that can be justified by measurements from the tissue being modeled

(e.g. Coggan et al., 2005). Faced with this challenge, it is not unimaginable that

sufficiently sophisticated tools in digital neuroanatomy could greatly accelerate the

production of such models by enabling scientists to mine relationships out of image
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datasets that can only be realized when multiple modalities and scales of data are

juxtaposed in a common reference space (MacKenzie-Graham et al., 2004).

As the representative array of tools relevant to digital neuroanatomy in

Supplemental Table 2 demonstrates, there are now a significant number of tools in

this area with overlapping features and practices. As the table also shows, there

are several gaps in current tools between features that make it more difficult for

a researcher to use them together for building detailed models. For example, the

ability to interrogate connections between brain regions is essential for an informa-

tion system managing information of the nervous system, but rarely overlaps with

the support of display of 2D histological or MRI sections, (except for Bakker et al.,

2010; Rybak et al., 2010). Another example is the absence of crossover between

tools that incorporate 3D neuronal morphologies in the context of brain region

boundaries with tools that allow simulation results to be incorporated from a com-

putational engine. Gene expression is now available for incorporation into other

tools via the Allen Institutes Gene Expression Atlas (Lein et al., 2007), among

others, but there are no tools that are able to incorporate these gene expression

patterns with 2D or 3D neuronal morphologies. Thus, for example, if a researcher

wanted to determine how the terminal fields of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells

overlapped with the gene expression pattern for axon guidance molecules such as

ephrin ligands, there is no easy way to perform this operation. In each of these

cases, there are rich sets of data within one scale or modality that have not yet

been integrated across those modalities to allow novel analyses or to form the basis

for computational models.

Moreover, while many of these tools provide rich data sets or functionality,

only 7 out of 18 of them expose web service APIs that could be used to aggre-

gate their data or functionality into integrated interfaces (Fielding and Taylor,

2002). Fewer still2 out of 18expose anonymous access to their source code. This

creates a significant barrier to entry to future investigators who wish to pull these

technologies together or reuse code methodologies in distinct systems.

In order to address the gaps in the current array of methods available for

building multi-scale data integration into predictive models in the neurosciences,
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we have built a computational system, the Whole Brain Catalog 1, whose purpose

is to provide a general framework in which to aggregate observations of structure

and function of the nervous system across scales. We have built it to take advan-

tage of the connectedness of the internet and enable data to be exchanged in an

open collaborative framework that is designed for data reuse. These aggregated

observations, in the forms of images and models situated in a common spatial and

semantic reference space, can then be made available to computational methods

and algorithms suitable for the production of more spatially realistic multi-scale

predictive models in neuroscience.

5.3 Methods

The overall architecture of the current WBC (Fig 5.2) has been designed

in an object-oriented manner according to the best practices recommended for the

development of scientific software (Baxter et al., 2006), both in terms of the design

of the initial object model, and through the application of existing data standards

where possible.

Fig 5.1 shows a simplified introduction to the underlying object model. The

object model was implemented in an XML schema (the WBC master schema),

which was then cross-compiled into Java objects that were used in both the WBC

client and server, and were also made available for Python scripting via Jython.

The schema was also compiled into a MySQL database schema that became the

basis for the database used by the server.

The open source 3D game engine JMonkeyEngine (JME2) was used as a

foundational library for 3D visualization and rendering. JME was chosen because

it is Java-based and has a large and active open source development community.

It is built using well-known design principles for 3D game engines (Eberly, 2000).

Geometrical meshes from the Allen Brain Institutes Brain Explorer tool (Lau et al.,

2008) were converted into .OBJ format. JMEs native support for popular formats

for 3D meshes such as.OBJ enabled us to render these easily. JMEs application

1http://wholebraincatalog.org
2http://jmonkeyengine.org
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programming interface (API) was used to write new code to render neuroscience-

relevant data in 3D in a variety of formats. An optimized NeuronCloud renderer

for the NeuroML format was designed, tested and implemented that is capable

of graceful degradation of neuron morphological detail, enabling the simultaneous

rendering of high detail views of 1000 neurons and low detail views of 100,000

neurons simultaneously. JMEs native support for raster-based images such as

.JPG and .PNG was used as a foundation to build an importer for 2D images,

either stored on the local machine, or served by a tile-based image server. Two

dimensional images are displayed as textures rendered onto a plane, which can be

independently positioned in the 3D space.

Figure 5.1: A conceptual overview of multi-scale data integration with respect

to a coordinate system and three fundamental abstract object types in the Whole

Brain Catalog.

Figure 5.1 (left) shows a conceptual overview of the multi-scale data in-

tegration enabled by the Whole Brain Catalog. The three axes define a space in

three dimensions, into which we want to be able to view different types of data in a

unified way. A 3D game engine allows the developer to define a three dimensional
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space, populate it with objects, and then draw two-dimensional projections of the

3D space to the users screen based on the variable position of a camera object

(in blue). Different data types need only be converted into a form that the game

engine knows how to draw into the space in order to integrate them. Once this

is established and the objects have been put into comon register in the space, the

bounds and shape of the data can be ingested by methods from computational

geometry to measure and analyze their spatial relationship.

Figure 5.1 (right) shows the relationship between the core abstractions of

the system. The Tangible object holds the x,y,z coordinates of an entity that

can be rendered on the screen. Tangible objects are kept separate from Data

Wrapper objects, which serve as a level of abstraction between the raw content of

a particular data set and its location in the integrated space. The Data Wrapper

acts much like an envelope that can accept many different kinds of documents

(Data Content), but presents a uniform external appearance to the post office

(Tangible objects). Both Tangible objects and Data Wrapper objects are designed

to reference metadata. These objects are defined in an XML schema that is then

compiled into Java objects.
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Figure 5.2: A system diagram for the Whole Brain Catalog.

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the WBC architecture. The box at the top

shows the components of the client. A 3D graphics engine renders the 3D spatial

data. A reference atlas and coordinate system manages the locations of data. A

tangible manager is responsible for keeping track of the visible objects, managing

their visibility and selection. An interface manager is responsible for transforming

user input into appropriate actions, such as selecting and manipulating objects

in the environment. The box at the bottom shows the components of the server.

A spatial registry is responsible for keeping track all objects that the client can
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possibly make visible. A metadata component is responsible for tying the visual-

izations of data together with references to their sources, their logical relationships,

and their positions. A digital resource repository is responsible for warehousing

synthetic views of data that may be produced by users. The client also communi-

cates with several external services including NeuroLex.org, the cellular knowledge

base (Fong et al., 2007), and the image warehouse at the Cell centered database

(CCDB)

Two different user-facing clients were built reusing the same modular archi-

tecture based on the model-view-controller design pattern that deliberately sepa-

rates code libraries devoted to presentation from code libraries devoted to appli-

cation logic. A desktop client was built as a Java webstart application, meaning

it acts like a fully installed desktop application but can be loaded from the web

browser. The desktop client has the JME engine embedded into a panel making

use of the Java Swing libraries for 2D menus, textboxes, and tree widgets. A

web-based client was built making use of the Google Web Toolkit-based Vaadin

framework (http://vaadin.com), replacing the view of the desktop version but

leaving the model and controller mostly intact. This avoided the need to rewrite

the logic that interacted with the server or which managed the client interface.

Client logic was implemented that managed the creation of an option menu

available upon right-click of any object in the 3D engine scene, a primary way by

which users make updates to visible objects. Logic and interface elements were de-

veloped that allows visible objects to have their metadata as well as their position,

rotation, scale modified through the graphical interface. Object-oriented modules

were developed using a manager pattern that kept Tangible objects in lists and

ensured that they were kept in correct states despite user interaction and network

loading latency. The client was enabled to pull data sets directly from the CCDB,

(http://ccdb.ucsd.edu), a web accessible database hosted by the National Cen-

ter for Microscopy and Imaging Research (NCMIR), through the use of a special

code library that exposes its data via a web service. The client was enabled to

pull time series datasets from a simulation engine service by means of a custom

data library, in a format incorporated into the master schema. By implementing a
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3D movable cursor and by reusing the Allen Brain Explorers geometric meshes of

brain regions, a facility was added to launch the Allen Institutes Gene Expression

Atlas web application with the 3D coordinates asked for within the WBC.

The environment has been engineered in a client-server paradigm, supported

by a set of REST web services(Fielding and Taylor, 2002). Both the client and the

server have had their networking component built on top of the Restlet library for

client-server interaction, implementing handlers to respond to GET, PUT, POST

and DELETE commands for various resources including those handling data for

Tangible objects and its subtypes, DataWrapper objects, Content objects, and

User objects. The client and server were implemented to pass data in an XML

format defined by the master schema containing the WBC object model.

The Whole Brain Catalog main metadata server was designed, tested, and

implemented. Its logic was implemented to enable retrieval, update and deletion

of metadata related to the entities that are situated into space together. The

server was implemented to store the information about these entities in a MySQL

database via the Hibernate library for server-database interaction. The set of

tables, columns, and relationships within the database were autogenerated from

the master WBC schema using the HyperJAXB3 open source library.

To demonstrate the utility of the framework, publicly available datasets

were situated within it. The prototype has been populated with, 40 2D images,

1000 cell models, 13 subcellular EM reconstructions, and one molecular model

obtained from publicly available data collections within the Cell Centered Database

(CCDB), NeuroMorpho.org and the Protein Data Bank (PDB).

A client to the INCF common reference space for spatial integration of

mouse brain data, known as the Waxholm space (WHS; http://waxholm.incf.

org) was implemented to allow the exchange of spatial data and for translating

among different atlasing systems developed for the mouse brain.

A client to the open source MapServer platform employed in the geospa-

tial community was developed. The client was built to request small chunks of

large images hosted on a MapServer client and a special data loader was built to

reassemble and render them in the 3D engine. To enable this, the DataWrapper
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object was extended to reference an image service, rather than a static file. A

workflow was developed that allows the NeuroML to be pre-processed and con-

verted into a format that the NEURON simulation engine (Hines and Carnevale,

1997) can use, transforming it so that it can take advantage of multiple CPUs

(Fig 5.3). The model arrives at the supercomputer, is placed into a queue, and

returns time series results after calculation. These results are then packaged using

a time series standard format we have created, shipped back to the client system,

and visualized.
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Figure 5.3: An interaction diagram of the automatic workflow between several

applications and servers to take a simulation from the WBC through processing

on shared resources and return the results. The WBC server submits a model

according to user specification to a server we call DarkStar. That generates a ses-

sion and uses the NeuroConstruct tool (to transform the NeuroML based model

into a form that NEURON can use. The single CPU model is then parallelized.

Finally the parallelized, NEURON ready model is passed to the Blue Gene super-

computer. While in queue or in execution, status can be checked. Finished results

are returned in our time series format back to the WBC server for visualization.

To enable extra analysis on top of the Whole Brain Catalog object model

(Fig 5.1), the core object model used by the client was released as a separate

library. This library was combined with the Jython scripting language to enable

cross- Java / Python code interface. This allows analyses that can wish to take

advantage of mathematical or scientific libraries written in either Java or Python
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to be performed.

The Whole Brain Catalog has been developed using an open source devel-

opment model (Fogel, 2005). All of the source code is hosted at a free Google Code

revision control repository and this repository serves as the authoritative storage

place for the entire code base. This site also hosts a task list of features to be

developed and bugs to fix that are referenced upon commits to the version control

repository. To minimize errors that would prevent the source code from building

appropriately, a continuous build integration system (Atlassian Bamboo) checks

out, builds, and verifies a test suite of code performs correctly upon each update

the code base. Documentation has been posted for users of the Whole Brain Cata-

log on a MediaWiki-based wiki site hosted on the web3. To engage the questions of

potential users and developers of the system, a contact e-mail address was created,

an open forum hosted at Google Groups has been created, a Twitter account has

been created (@BrainCatalog) and a Facebook page has been established.

To manage the creation of the Whole Brain Catalog software, the Eclipse

integrated development environment has been used. The Maven build system has

been used for managing builds and dependencies on other code libraries. Unit tests

have been implemented using JUnit.

3http://wiki.wholebraincatalog.org
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5.4 Results

5.4.1 Overview of the system features

Figure 5.4: The current state of the desktop version of the Whole Brain Cata-

log, which incorporates the 3D geometry of the Allen Reference Atlas structures

of the mouse brain with a few images taken from the Cell centered database

(CCDB) and derived from imagery produced at the National Center for Mi-

croscopy and Imaging Research (NCMIR). The brain model can be easily ro-

tated, panned and zoomed into to explore its contents. Zooming into the brain

reveals further content contained within such as 3D representations of neurons,

3D representations of membranes found in EM tomographs of neuropil, and even

molecular models. Letters refer to different features (see online documentation at

http://wiki.wholebraincatalog.org for a guide)

The Whole Brain Catalog is an on-line 3D collaborative virtual environment

for exploring, searching, and integrating neuroscience data. It includes a graphical

user interface through which users may upload, view and manipulate data that is
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spatially referenced by default to a reference mouse brain atlas. The 3D visualiza-

tion interface is responsible for enabling data to be displayed within a 3D space.

Because neuroscientists generate data in many different ways, the WBC supports

the simultaneous visualization of different datatypes through the interface. The

interface is capable of rendering 3D brain regions, 2D images, 3D neuron recon-

structions, 3D EM reconstructions, and 3D molecular models, all within the same

space at the same time. Users can bring more data into the WBC interface through

upload or query of remote databases, display different data types registered to the

same space and annotate data using the NIF ontologies. The WBC can also im-

port and display the results of simulation studies performed on geometrical models

using simulation platforms such as the NEURON simulation engine.

Two versions of the Whole Brain Catalog client have been created. The first

is a downloadable application and runs on Windows, Mac, and Linux machines

via Java Webstart. The second is a web-based application that runs directly in

the browser, making use of Java applets. It works on all modern web browsers,

eliminating a previous need to download the WBC client application and greatly

reducing the loading time. This client allows the creation of unique URL links

that take a user directly to each data set within the spatial anatomical framework.

The web client shares 80

5.4.2 Dynamic change of viewpoint position and magnifi-

cation

Within the 3D space, the user is visually located at a position, and can

change this position through the use of the mouse and keyboard. The default

view places the user outside of the brain region models that represent the brain as

though it were made of frosted glass.

Users can approach the data via controls on a heads up display or by using

first person mouse controls. If a user wishes to zoom in to a part of the brain, data

referenced there at multiple scales will appear. Preset locations of interest can be

”zoomed to” which gives the visual appearance of ”flying through” the brain. For

example, in the current system the hippocampus is populated with cell models
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of dentate gyrus granule cells and CA1 pyramidal neurons. As the user zooms

in, the models display the full dendritic and arbors of these cells, when available,

simulating the effect of increasing magnification on a microscope but within a 3D

virtual world. In the current version, the cerebellum is populated with a cell model

of the Purkinje cell available through Neuromorpho, a mesh model of cerebellar

neuropil reconstructed from electron tomography available through CCDB, and a

potassium channel model from the PDB. These very different types of geometries

are all rendered simultaneously, and appear sequentially as the user zooms into

the scene.

5.4.3 Rotation and Visibility of 3D Brain Regions

Taking advantage of the framework provided by the 3D game engine, the

user can rotate the brain model around in 3D dimensions (Fig 5.5) . In addition,

each of the visible objects within the visible scene can be made visible or invis-

ible independently of each other, enabling a custom perspective on relationships

between datasets.
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Figure 5.5: Two images from the prototype for the Whole Brain Catalog. At left

is a lateral view of the mouse brain with two images cross-cutting the brain taken

from mosaic imaging via confocal microscopy. Internal to the outer shell of the

mouse brain are some delineated brain structures from the Allen Reference atlas

(green: hippocampus, red: Thalamus and Hypothalamus). At right is a dorsal

view of the same brain with the olfactory bulb in the bottom left corner.

5.4.4 Import of experimental data into context of atlas

The desktop version of the Whole Brain Catalog allows a user to upload

content into the Cell Centered Database after completion of a set of forms. The

web version has reversed this practice– data can be uploaded immediately and

metadata can be assigned later. When users upload their data, they can see data

situated within the brain regions. Most obvious in the default view are the images

taken from brain slices that crosscut the brain region models at those places where

the tissue is located. The images that are pre-populated in the default view have

been manually scaled and warped to fit those brain regions. Many of these images

are served from a tile-based image server that enables very large images to be to

be displayed by serving fragments on demand.
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5.4.5 Dynamic positioning of microanatomy datasets in

context of macroanatomy

Figure 5.6: Computer assisted drafting-like handles for positioning, rotating, and

scaling data within the Whole Brain Catalog

The Whole Brain Catalog includes computer assisted drawing (CAD)-like

controls for manipulating data items in the WBC in 3D space much like what

can be found in software packages such as OpenWonderland and SolidWorks 3D

(Fig 5.6 and Suppl. Movie X). These handles can be used with any entity in the

Whole Brain Catalog and can be dragged to cause the object to translate, rotate,

or scale in 3D space, thus providing a precise system for object manipulation in

3D space. These controls enlarge or contract as a user zooms in and out of the

scene, maintaining a constant size relative to the viewpoint and enabling a user

to manipulate entities at any scale. As a user makes modifications to the data

objects that are visualized in space, the client requests updates to the positioning,

rotation, scale, and other properties of the models from the server processes that

manage data, and processes that manage the visualization of those data.

5.4.6 Extending the WBC Framework

The Whole Brain Catalog makes special use of data sets that represent

the boundaries of brain regions, using them as part of its spatial framework for
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positioning other data sets. Currently, the WBC exposes three reference atlas

modes publicly: the Allen Institute mouse atlas, the Waxholm atlas, and a non-

authoritative Zebrafish atlas. The mouse atlas was derived from 240 segmented

brain regions made available through the Allen Brain Atlas (Lau et al., 2008).

In the Whole Brain Catalog, these brain regions have been centered and rotated

within the coordinate system inherent in the 3D environment. This enables the

geometries of the brain regions to be used as references to the spatial coordinate

system created by the Allen Institute with their atlas.

The Waxholm atlas was contributed by the Duke Center for In Vivo Mi-

croscopy. We obtained microscopic MRI Zebra Fish surfaces and retinal tract-

related optic regions from the UCSD Center for Functional MRI . We have received

and incorporated data contributions from Margaret Davis of the NIAAA (a series

of two-dimensional hippocampal histological sections). Additionally, we have re-

ceived data contributions the lab of Steve Fisher at the University of California,

Santa Barbara (a mesh derived from retinal ganglion cells, situated in the retina),

and Macaque brain surfaces from the University of Washington (not yet exposed

through the WBC interface).
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5.4.7 Supported data types

Figure 5.7: A 2D histological section of the hippocampus is displayed situated in

the context of the dentate gyrus and hippocampus brain boundaries from the Allen

Institutes 3D mouse brain atlas, within the Whole Brain Catalog environment.

Figure 5.8: Some images within the Whole Brain Catalog are low resolution

versions of very large images served on an external image server. These images

serve as launch points to a separate web page that allows a user to zoom in and

out of the image.
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The Whole Brain Catalog can display a two dimensional image in the con-

text of the three-dimensional space of its 3D environment, allowing the 3D bound-

aries of the brain regions to be brought into alignment with the 2D boundaries

depicted in the slice through the brain shown in the image (Fig 5.5).

Two- and three-dimensional images of the morphologies of neurons and glial

cells can be visualized in the context of the geometric brain regions and images of

tissue slices within the Whole Brain Catalog (Fig 5.4)

Figure 5.9: Visualization of 2D images and 3D neuronal morphologies in the

Whole Brain Catalog. On the left, smaller rectangular images are superimposed

into the three dimensional space in a location appropriate to the original position

the cell was in when the image was taken, based on manual positioning from the

metadata provided for the image. This image takes the perspective of a viewpoint

from within the olfactory bulb looking back towards the striatum. Images pictured

here originate from the CCDB. On the right, an image of a single 3D morphology

of a CA1 pyramidal cell from NeuroMorpho.org positioned within the geometric

mesh of the Dentate Gyrus from the Allen Institutes Brain Explorer.
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Figure 5.10: Dentate Gyrus granule cells from NeuroMorpho.org embedded

within the Dentate Gyrus brain region within the Whole Brain Catalog. In the

background is a 2D image of the dentate gyrus. Cells that are green are in the

process of growing, based on a time series adapted from Aimone et al., 2009.

The current system has an animation of activity of the neuronal network of

the dentate gyrus, composing 1000 neurons of approximately 4000 compartments

each, which both spikes and has granule cell neurons that grow into the network

and die. This animation is derived from simulation data from the Gage laboratory

described in Aimone et al. (2009), contributed to the WBC by the authors. (See

supplemental movie 1).
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5.4.8 Integration with NEURON simulation engine

Figure 5.11: Four frames demonstrating the results of a simulation of a multi-

compartmental conductance-based model, calculated in NEURON and rendered in

real time in the Whole Brain Catalog. This is an animation for a 5000 compartment

model of a neocortical pyramidal neuron, composed by Mainen et al. (1995),

obtained from Neuroconstruct.org. In the background, a histochemical slice image

provides context to the activity pattern as it evolves across layers. The radial

extent of the activity pattern across the dendrites of the 3D model can be seen in

the context of the rest of the 2D slice image.

The Whole Brain Catalog can display the results of simulations that have

been run on 3D cell models described in NeuroML(Gleeson et al., 2010). After

a user uploads a model expressed in NeuroML to the WBC, they can elect to

have that model processed by the simulation engine resources. A cell model is

composed of compartments, and when passed into a simulation engine is able to

calculate a time series for the membrane potential of each of its compartments. The

interface can read this time series, and for each compartment, convert the value of

the membrane potential into a color range from green (-70 mV) to red (+30mV).

Therefore a cell model can appear to spike an action potential and the progress

of the action potential can be observed as it propagates throughout its dendritic

arbor. The current system has an animation for a 5000 compartment model of a
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neocortical pyramidal neuron, composed by Mainen et al. (1995), obtained from

the Neuroconstruct.org (Gleeson et al., 2007) website (see supplemental movie 2).

Additional models that have been imported into the Whole Brain Catalog and run

through the simulation engine were derived from the Neuroconstruct.org site, and

include a model of the granule cell layer of the cerebellum (Maex and De Schutter,

1998) (see supplemental movie 3) and a thalamocortical model originally created

by Traub et al. (2005). These models have been manually situated in space and

scaled to the best position possible given the landmark boundaries by the reference

brain.

5.4.9 Launch of spatial queries

Figure 5.12: A spatial query can be launched from the Whole Brain Catalog from

a probe that can be easily and arbitrarily placed that returns data from services

provided by the Allen Gene Expression Atlas, pictured above.

Data within the Whole Brain Catalog exist at specific coordinates in 3D
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space that are expressed in the units of the Allen Brain atlas voxel space derived

from the Allen Brain meshes. We refer to this space as ABA voxel. A spatial

query probe can be put down into the space and used as a point of interest (POI)

indicator (Fig.X, blue arrow) to launch queries from other information systems

that accept POI requests, e.g., the Allen 3D gene expression atlas. Additional

spatial queries are available that reuse the INCF Digital Atlasing Infrastructures

Waxholm services API (Hawrylycz et al., 2011).

5.4.10 Integration of semantic interoperability

Any data set integrated into the Whole Brain Catalog can have an identifier

that refers to the biological entity represented by those data assigned to it from

NeuroLex.org, a semantic wiki for neuroscience hosted by the Neuroscience Infor-

mation Framework. As a result, when a search is run in the Whole Brain Catalog

(desktop version only), all synonyms associated with that NeuroLex identifier will

be searched. If the keywords being searched match a synonym or part of a syn-

onym, the corresponding dataset will appear in the search results. Additionally,

the set of properties that are associated with the NeuroLex identifier such as its

definition or its synonyms can be displayed within a native interface inside the

Whole Brain Catalog (desktop version only). A button in this interface allows a

user to open their web browser directly to the NeuroLex page corresponding to

the entity referred to by the identifier. In this way, a user can easily link out to

other data sources that contain information about the entity using the NIF Navi-

gator (Akil et al., 2011), or edit the knowledge on NeuroLex.org, such as adding a

synonym. Changes made to the NeuroLex are reflected back in the Whole Brain

Catalog interface in real time.
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5.4.11 Use as a research tool

Figure 5.13: Schematic outlining the use of Whole Brain Catalog to perform

multi-modal alignment and analysis in a case study involving the olfactory bulb

(Ghosh et al., 2011).

Figure 5.13 shows a cartoon representation of multi-modal alignment and

analysis process used in a case study involving the olfactory bulb (Ghosh et al.,

2011). In the top panel, the black arrow indicates the transformation of the mor-

phology of an olfactory mitral tufted neuron, left, into a cartoon view of a logi-

cal tree structure, right, suitable for interrogating parent-child relationships and

branch points along its morphology. In the bottom left panel, a cartoon of the

near alignment in space of two different neuronal morphologies using the CAD-like
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handles described above. (See supplemental movie 4 for a screen capture of this

process). In the bottom right panel, a cartoon example of performing an endpoints

distance analysis between the two morphologies. For a given endpoint, its nearest

(in terms of 3D Euclidean distance) neighbor endpoint in the other morphology

is identified. The distribution of distances, X, Y, and Z were analyzed to deter-

mine the presence of spatial randomness or regularity with respect to where the

endpoints are located in space.

The ability to combine different datatypes and span multiple scales has

allowed researchers to ask novel questions about the organization of cells and cir-

cuits in the mouse brain. In a recently published study (Ghosh et al., 2011),

the Whole Brain Catalog has was used for multi-scale, multi-modal data integra-

tion of neuronal morphologies with respect to a reference brain (Figs 5.13 and

5.14). This study used the ability to freely align two-dimensional sections from

individual experiments with two-dimensional sections from the reference brain in

three-dimensional space. Features that could be seen in the two-dimensional sec-

tions, such as the borders between brain areas visible with a Nissl stain, and the

outline of the shape of the tissue section, were used for alignment by the use of

transparency in the virtual environment, enabling the user to overlay the data

set intended for alignment with the reference section (see supplemental movie 4).

This, in turn, aligned a set of neuronal morphologies due to their relation to the

aligned two-dimensional sections. The aligned morphologies were run through an

analysis pipeline built using the Whole Brain Catalog infrastructure (Fig 5.13) that

revealed properties of their organization. In addition, this study took advantage

of the ability to easily incorporate additional mathematical and graph-analysis li-

braries from either Java or Python such as NumPy and JUNG with the Whole

Brain Catalog (Ghosh et al., 2011, methods).
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Figure 5.14: Results of the multi-modal alignment in a case study involving the

olfactory bulb (Ghosh et al., 2011). Left: the reference brain with olfactory subre-

gions for the olfactory system of a 3 week mouse that was constructed specially for

this study. Right: the results of using the dynamic positioning ability of the Whole

Brain Catalog to align the olfactory mitral neurons into the olfactory subregions

of the reference brain.

5.5 Discussion

We have presented here an approach to address how to gainfully aggregate

2D, 3D and 4D image data sets taken from different spatial scales and by differ-

ent experimental techniques, to benefit scientific understanding. Current efforts in

neuroinformatics focus on addressing a specific need to display, analyze, or inte-

grate one or two types of data together (Fig. 5.1). The approach of these projects is

essential to organize and analyze the vast array of data being generated in the neu-

rosciences. However, even the most fully featured of these tools have not engaged in

building a general spatial framework for digital neuroanatomy that reaches across

all relevant spatial scales and data types necessary to neuroscientists, and that is

also designed to be built on and reused in the future. The Whole Brain Catalog,

with its 3D engine and its modular architecture demonstrates what is possible with

such a framework and point towards the development of even more powerful tools

for the organization and understanding of datasets in the neurosciences.
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We have applied technologies from computer graphics to the challenge of

making complex neuroanatomical structure across spatial scales viewable in the

same virtual space. As any student of neuroanatomy knows, images derived

from biological tissue reveal irregular and complex shapes. Consider the wrinkled

shape of the cortical surface, the roughly banana-shape of the hippocampus or the

almond-shape of the amygdala. The use of language in these cases reflects our way

of taking a complex shape and analogizing it to a shape that is more intuitive to

think about. We recognize, however, that these are intentional simplifications and

giving labels to these brain regions leaves out a lot of information we get by exam-

ining the raw images. Moreover, with increasing ability to image the shapes and

distributions in three dimensions of brain cells e.g. Dodt et al., 2007), researchers

are further forced to confront highly irregular and unintuitive spatial patterns and

extract understanding from them. By placing three-dimensional signals related to

complex brain structure in an environment where a user can position their view-

point at any arbitrary point, even inside it, we have enabled users of the system to

see the spatial relationships of microscale and macroscale neuroanatomy together

in the same space, bring them into register, and ask and answer a novel question

about neuronal morphology. The use of a dynamic 3D game engine, enabling rota-

tion and zooming through these data sets, enables users to take advantage of the

kinetic depth effect (Wallach and O’Connell, 1953), in addition to other monocular

cues of depth perception, to translate moving images on a 2D computer screen into

a three dimensional perception of neuroanatomical spatial patterns.

The usage of a 3D engine in neuroscience has been shown by other projects

(Lau et al., 2008; ?; Rybak et al., 2010; Gerhard et al., 2011) in neuroinformatics.

These projects have focused on visualizing specific types of data, and therefore

have created data structures that are specific to their domain. While we have

also created domain-specific data structures, we have also dedicated special ef-

fort to building a modular architecture that can scale to any arbitrary type of

data that would be desirable to render within a virtual environment for neu-

roscience (Fig 5.2). We have demonstrated the ability to render and spatially

integrate two-dimensional images of brain tissue derived from multiple experimen-
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tal methodologies, three-dimensional boundaries of brain regions an body parts,

three dimensional boundaries of cell surfaces derived from electron microscopy,

three-dimensional morphologies of neurons derived from confocal microscopy, and

simulation-derived morphologies of neurons constructed to demonstrate function,

and display a time series altering the visual appearance of those shapes. Sev-

eral other kinds of data could be imported into the system following the modular

pattern that we have laid out for the existing ones.

In addition to building a system that shows how multiple types of data

across multiple spatial scales can be assembled into a single space, we have taken

special effort to make it freely available to others on the internet. A significant

inspiration for the Whole Brain Catalog was Google Earth, the 3D mapping soft-

ware produced by Google for performing multi-scale integration of geospatial data

sets from a variety of data sources (Satellite imagery, arial photography, street

maps, land-based photographs of street views, digital elevation models, underwa-

ter seabed mapping imagery, 3D models of structures such as buildings, individual

photographs). Because Google Earth has shown that it is possible to build an

information system accessible from any network-linked computer that can grapple

with spatial data on a comparable order of magnitude to what we would want

for the nervous system, it appeared to us approachable to explore using similar

methods within neuroscience. Furthermore, the uses of Google Earth by scientists

has shown that making data sets freely available in this manner can drive scientific

inquiry (Butler, 2006; Burda et al., 2009; Begall et al., 2008) and we believe that

this can also happen within neuroscience.

There have already been efforts between the geospatial mapping community

and the neuroinformatics community to reuse infrastructure, such as the SMART

Atlas (Zaslavsky et al., 2004; Martone et al., 2008a). Some previous efforts have

used a volumetric representation of the brain as a starting point Bertrand and Nis-

sanov (2008); Martone et al. (2008a). The lack of ability for raster-based graphics

such as volumetric representations to scale to arbitrary resolutions can be prob-

lematic. For example, information systems are unable to embed visualizations of

neuronal morphologies within an MRI image because the MRI images voxel size
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will typically be much larger than the width of a neuron, leaving no resolution to

display the neuron. In order to address this problem, we have taken advantage

of the vector-based approach of a 3D game engine, which allows arbitrarily small

shapes to be embedded inside larger ones.

During the development of the Whole Brain Catalog, we have invested extra

effort in following the recommended guidelines for building open source software

(Fogel, 2005). The publication of our source code from the beginning has been

done with the hope that ideas, snippets of source code, architectural methods,

or whole modules built into the Whole Brain Catalog will be used in the future,

perhaps in ways that we cannot currently predict. We believe that the value of

computational models or tools in these areas goes far beyond what can be captured

in a scientific publication, and we encourage others to follow in these footsteps.

We have shown that using a three-dimensional environment for spatial data

integration in the neurosciences enables the embedding of neuronal morphologies

in the context of the brain regions that contain them. Our first example of this,

the dentate gyrus model (Fig 5.10, supplemental movie 2), has a precedent in neu-

roinformatics (Ascoli, 2002). Our version represents a demonstration of what is

possible in building a 3D model of the Dentate Gyrus using neuronal morphologies.

The process of constructing this model provided insight and a first step towards

the construction of more sophisticated models. We were forced to confront the

spatial realities of the complex shape of the dentate gyrus as we placed these neu-

rons together, such as how the dendrites should be oriented with respect to the

hippocampal crescent. The morphologies, while derived from actual data down-

loaded from NeuroMorpho.org, do not reside in the precise locations from which

they were derived because this information had not been preserved in the original

data, but rather have been manually placed based on the relationship between

their cell soma and the granule cell layer. Individual cells have been duplicated

in the scene as appropriate for the cell type and region region they are in. The

growth patterns that were reproduced were applied as linear scaling of neuronal

morphologies based on time series patterns adapted from Aimone et al. (2009). In

addition our initial difficulties manipulating morphologies to create the model in
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an early version prompted the construction of CAD-like handles (Fig 5.6). Our

need to visualize the growth patterns of the neurons prompted us to address the

challenge of a data representation capable of representing both spike times and

voltage values changing over time. All in all, the exercise proved an important

first effort to show what is possible with multi-scale data integration in a virtual

environment.

In addition to the construction of models with data-derived morphology,

we have demonstrated we can embed existing models built by researchers from

computational neuroscience, and visualize their effects (Fig 5.11). This demon-

strates the alignment of computational models into the spatial context of gross

neuroanatomy, an area that has been called for (Ascoli, 2002). We have manually

aligned the two network models we have imported into the space of the Allen In-

stitute reference brain, by scaling and positioning the models based on criteria of

brain region landmark boundaries and by comparing their positions to histological

sections that corresponded to the cell types in the models. Because the models

were not originally designed to reside at precise brain coordinates they can never

be perfectly positioned. The value of this demonstration is not in the precision of

the positioning of the model, however, but in the potential to computational neu-

roscientists to develop future models that follow the spatial boundaries of a brain

atlas. Using methods we have developed here, a computational model builder can

base a model on a set of images in 2D or 3D of a given brain feature. We be-

lieve that environments like the Whole Brain Catalog are pre-requisites for the

construction of a collaborative computational neuroscience modeling environment

that is deeply connected with brain anatomy.

We have shown how a data-integration environment for neuroscience can

draw together images and data sets that reside on different data resources on the

internet. The Whole Brain Catalog contains data connectors to the Allen Brain

Institutes gene expression atlas through the use of a common spatial reference

system (Fig 5.12), and the Cell Centered Database through the usage of database

identifiers. Rather than focus on being a single repository that must hold onto a

copy of all data visible through it, the Whole Brain Catalog has also been designed
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to visualize data from other sources (e.g. CCDB) and link out to data held in

other sources (e.g. AGEA). Because of the effort to integrate with projects from

other groups, The International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility (INCF:

http://incf.org) Digital Atlasing Task force leverages the Whole Brain Catalog

as a first example of how distributed and federated brain data can be collected

into views using the standards it has created (Hawrylycz et al., 2011).

Where the data to import into the Whole Brain Catalog are large, special

care has been taken to only bring in those parts of a data set that are needed

for display. This has been done with methods such as the tile-rendering approach

to large images drawn from image servers and the streaming of time-series data

sets for simulation rendering. Because of the growing file sizes coming from a big

data approach to data collection across the sciences, pulling an entire data set into

memory is rapidly becoming one of the major limitations to data analysis. We

believe that the approach taken here, partially-loading subsets of data sets, is a

more scalable one.

Additionally we have shown the value of integrating with the semantic

framework of the Neuroscience Information Framework through the usage of on-

tological identifiers. Users of the Whole Brain Catalog are able to benefit from

definitions, synonyms, and other properties that are being aggregated at Neu-

roLex.org while they are using the Whole Brain Catalog to investigate the data

sets there. They are able to follow a link from within the Whole Brain Catalog to

the NIF Navigator, floating on the side of each NeuroLex.org page, which rapidly

brings them to the results of a focused, ontologically indexed query of data sets

relevant to the object they are looking at. This simultaneously provides a simpli-

fied way to access resources that are otherwise hard to find individually, and by

providing a useful service to an end user, encourages others to do the same.

We have also shown that the integration of different modalities of data into

the same space can provide unique advantages to research in neuroscience. As

shown in Figs 5.13 and 5.14, the ability to easily transform the morphology of

those neurons into computable graphs to be able to perform the analysis, reusing

open source libraries for the mathematics, led to insight in the structure of neuronal
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morphologies in the olfactory bulb (Ghosh et al., 2011). We believe the ability to

bring to bear a diverse set of computational tools in this example demonstrates

the flexibility and genericity of the architecture. Moreover the application of the

CAD-like controls and the use of 2D features in the data to align 3D features shows

a novel means of using relationships in one modality of data to inform otherwise

implicit relationships in anothera validation of what is possible within multi-scale

multi-modal virtual environments.

In summary, we have designed, implemented, and validated a computational

system for multi-scale, multi-modal neuroanatomy that is built to be generic and

reused. We have offered examples of the value of this framework for visualizing

data sets in the neuroanatomical context from which they were taken, comparing

the system to the intention of virtual globes such as Google Earth. We have incor-

porated computational simulations into the environment to demonstrate how this

approach to neuroanatomy could be useful to computational neuroscientists. We

have shown examples of how data integration with other resources in neuroinfor-

matics can be helpful to an end user. Finally, we have provided a case study of a

usage for the Whole Brain Catalog in improving scientific understanding.

5.6 Future directions

The ideal outcome of digital neuroanatomy would be a what we would con-

sider the ultimate microscope. We would want to be able to digitially reconstruct,

visualize, and analyze the entire multi-scale organization of the nervous system.

Every cell morphology would be visible, and every spine on that morphology, if it

had them, would also be visible. The molecular constituents of all cells contained

would be viewable, and comparable against the patterns of gene expressions. While

this vision may seem like a fantastic one because of the modern limitations of imag-

ing technology, from the perspective of what is achievable by information systems,

it may not be so far off. As with our comparison to Google Earth, the limits of

the scales that must be spanned are comparable megameters (106) to centimeters

(10-2) for the earth (8 orders of magnitude) and centimeters to nanometers (10-9)
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for the nervous system (7 orders of magnitude). We believe that with the proper

investment of effort, the equivalent of Google Earth for the brain is possible.

In addition, as we have pointed out, the object oriented system that we

have designed here is intended for extension, which means that as new imaging

methodologies produce novel spatial patterns that should be embedded into the

Whole Brain Catalog, we would like that future software developers can write the

appropriate code needed to bring that data in. We ourselves have made progress

on the display of data such as DTI fibers and volumes, but have not yet finalized

this. Ideally, we would like to see a model building environment like NeuroCon-

struct (Gleeson et al., 2007) be incorporated into the Whole Brain Catalog. This

is much harder to do if the source code is kept closed, and also disincentivizes

would-be contributors who prefer to have the ability to investigate how a method

is performing its task. Therefore, in addition to being important for the full value

of the work to be recognized, we also believe that a strategy of open source de-

velopment in neuroinformatics is essential for allowing for effective aggregation of

software development effort in the future.

Finally, we would like to see the Whole Brain Catalog become the standard

3D repository of neuroanatomical structure for neuroscience. In order to facilitate

this, the environment must be extended to become a service that provides neuro-

scientists end-to-end management of their datasets and continually simplifies and

reduces the barrier of entry to their usage. We believe this is possible and are

working towards this goal.



Chapter 6

Contributions

On Feynman’s last day, his chalkboard had a box around the words: ”What

I cannot create, I cannot understand.” In this dissertation, I have demonstrated

computational systems that enable the formalization of knowledge in the neuro-

sciences into forms that can be used to ask and answer novel questions. The

purpose of these systems has been to create frameworks that allow the building of

representations of the nervous system that augment the ability of the neuroscience

researcher to ask and answer novel questions. Through this constructive effort,

of assembling what we know about the nervous system into computational forms,

neuroscience researchers can ask questions and get back answers about the nervous

system that have not been possible in the past.

In chapters 2 and 3, I demonstrated the utility of formal structures for

capturing knowledge in the form of OWL ontologies. Here the formation of an

ontology for subcellular anatomy, and related reasoning methodologies, enabled the

inference of knowledge that was not explictly called out in an electron micrograph,

but could be derived from the combination of those data with additional knowledge

about the structure of the nervous system. In chapter 4, I introduced an online

system for the collaborative construction of a parts list for the nervous system

that was graph-based and which lowers barriers of entry to discovery and editing

of the concepts contained within it. Using the knowledge structured within it,

I was able to pose a novel question about cerebellar neuroanatomy that allowed

the investigation of existing facts from a novel perspective. Through semantic
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reasoning, I was able to answer this question programmatically. In chapter 5,

I introduced an online system for the assembly of multi-scale image data of the

nervous system in a multi-scale 3D coordinate system. By assembling knowledge

into this form, I assisted an investigation to both ask and answer a question about

the regularity of the structure of neurons in the olfactory bulb.
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